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Consider a tile which arranges records in sequential order, and stores them with 
possible empty spaces in M consecutive pages of memory. We develop an insertion- 
deletion algorithm which runs in a worst-case time approximately proportional to 
log’ M divided by the page-size when the set of manipulated records has cardinality 
O(M). 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let KEY(R) denote the key of the record R, ADD(R) the address of the 
page containing this record, and S a time-varying set of records stored in 
M consecutive pages of auxiliary memory. Given .d< D, a (d, D)-dense 
representation of S will be defined a a file satisfying the following three 
conditions: 
(i) There may be no more than N= dM records in this sequential 
file (the symbol N is an often-used abbreviation for the product dM in this 
paper). 
(ii) No page may contain more than D records. 
(iii) All records in this file will be stored in ascending order; that is, 
they will satisfy the condition ADD(R,) < ADD(R,) whenever KEY(R,) < 
KEY(&). 
If d= D, the dense file concept reduces to the classical notion of a 
sequential file. Wiederhold (1977) has noted that such files are very useful 
when several records with nearby key values are processed because most 
auxiliary memory architectures support the fastest access when sequences 
of records with nearby physical addresses are retrieved. For instance, 
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applications with batch processes would benefit from sequential organiza- 
tion. The main disadvantage of conventional sequential files is, of course, 
that they require complete reaorganization after the insertion or deletion of 
a single record. This difficulty can be partially alleviated by leaving empty 
spaces in the sequential file and by using overflow pointers; however, these 
techniques will not fully solve the dynamic maintenance problem for 
sequential tiles because much of the efficiency advantage of these files is lost 
when records with neighboring key-values are no longer stored close by. 
Overflow mechanisms become especially unmanageable when a large surge 
of insertions is attempted in a relatively small portion of the sequential file; 
such bursts tend to overwhelm even the best heuristics because they make 
impossible the storage of overflow records in areas even near their 
originally intended locations. For these reasons, Wiederhold has concluded 
that conventional overflow methods are unsuitable for maintaining sequen- 
tial files in many dynamic environments. 
In this article, we study an alternative approach that shifts the records 
among adjacent pages rather than using overflow pointers when space is 
needed for inserting a record in a sequential tile. We show how to use this 
method to achieve a worst-case record insertion-deletion complexity of 
O[(log’ M)/(D - d)] page-accesses in (4 D)-dense files. 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Let T”,,, denote the worst-case number of page accesses that a particular 
algorithm needs to perform a sequence of 12 insertion and deletion opera- 
tions on a data structure which is initially empty and which never contains 
more than N records. Then the amortized complexity of this algorithm will 
be defined to be MAX{ T,,,/n 1 n 2 11. A few articles have discussed algo- 
rithms for inserting and deleting records in data structures similar to 
(d, D)-dense sequential files. The optimization of worst-case insertion-dele- 
tion time on dense files has not been discussed in the previous literature, 
which has instead focused either on expected complexity under a stationary 
probability distribution or on amortized complexity. (Franklin, 1979; Itai 
et al., 1980; Hofri and Konheim, 1987), have investigated the expected time 
for updating dense sequential files under a variety of different probability 
models. Melville and Gries (1978, 1980), Itai, Konheim, and Rodeh (1980), 
and Willard (1981) have independently proposed several different algo- 
rithms for controlling amortized time. Our interest in the present paper is 
to develop an algorithm whose amortized time is in the same as the 
implication of (Itai et al., 1980; Melville and Cries, 1978, 1980; Willard, 
1981) for (d, D)-dense files, but which also provides O[(log* M)/(D-d)] 
worst-case time. The present paper has been greatly influenced by the 
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technique that Lueker (1978,1979), Willard (1978, 1979, 1985), and 
Lueker and Willard (1982) applied to K-fold and augmented trees. Baker 
et al. (1985) calculated the amortized complexity for data structures which 
permit record sizes to be variable, but which differ from the other papers 
on this subject by not insisting that the record addresses satisfy condition 
(iii) of (d, D)-density. 
The first optimization of worst-case time for individual operations on 
dense files is presented in this paper. Our algorithm performs these opera- 
tions in worst-case time O[(log’ M)/(D - d)]. One minor disadvantage of 
our proposal is that it does not guarantee that each page contains a mini- 
mum of d records. (This added condition was guaranteed in (Willard, 
1981), although not in the other articles.) The weakening of this second 
condition is necessary to obtain the improvement in the first. 
The main emphasis in our article will be on update costs for sequential 
files rather than on static environment searching. It may be desirable to 
investigate these two problems simultaneously, and some of the ideas from 
(Gonnet et al., 1980; Mehlhorn and Tsakalidis, 1990; Per1 and Reingold, 
1977; Per1 et al., 1978; Van Embde Boas et al., 1977; Willard, 1983a, 1983b, 
1984, 1985b; Willard and Reif, 1989; Yao and Yao, 1976) may therefore be 
useful to a future synthesii. 
3. CONTROLLING AMORTIZED TIME 
This section introduces some notation and briefly outlies an algorithm 
for inserting and deleting records in (a, D)-dense files in amortized time 
(log* M)/(D -d). Section 4 defines a stronger algorithm that also guaran- 
tees worst-case time. The main purpose of the present section is to outline 
the motivation behind the more complex treatment appearing later. 
In both sections, we make the simplifying assumption that 
D - d> 3rlog Ml. Our complexity results will also hold for all other values 
of D-d, since if D-d is small we can treat a sequence of several con- 
secutive pages as one page and thereby increase the runtime coefficient by 
only a constant factor when this technique is properly implemented. The 
latter topic is discussed in Chapter 8. 
For convenience, this paper always assumes the page addresses in our 
sequential file are integers varying between 1 and M. Also, we will maintain 
a special binary tree, called the calibrator, whose every node v is associated 
with two page-addresses, A; and A:, and which stores inside the node v 
a term N,, called the rank-counter, indicating the number of records whose 
page address lies in the range [A;, AZ]. The closed interval [A;, At] is 
called RANGE(v), and it is defined as follows: 
(i) The root’s range will be the entire file; that is, [l, M]. 
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(ii) The left son of an internal node 21 will have range 
EA,>LK-+-4TY2_11, and the right son [(A; +A:)/21 + 1, At]. 
(iii) Each leaf v in the calibrator will have A; = A:. (Thus, its range 
will contain precisely one page.) 
Throughout this paper, M, denotes the number of pages in 0’s range; that 
is, M,=A: -A; -t- 1. The definition of calibration trees implies the 
following observation that will often be cited in this paper. 
FACT 3.1. Let f, denote the father of the calibration tree node v. Then 
Mfu < 3M,. Also, the calibrator tree has height = [log Ml. 
An important notation convention in our paper is that 0 rather than 1 
denotes the depth of a tree root (some articles follow the other notation 
convention). Also, let g(v, r) and p(v) denote the quantities 
g(v, r) = d+ Dep;;;;)n+r; - ’ (D - d) (3.1) 
p(v) = N,IM,. (3.2) 
Define a calibrator tree to be BALANCE(d, D) if its every node satisfies 
the requirement p(v) < g(v, 1). It is not hard to see that if the calibrator 
tree satisfies BALANCE(d, D) then the sequential tile must have (d, D)- 
density. (See Fig. 1 for an example.) The significance of the condition 
BALANCE(d, D) is that it is a useful vehicle for maintaining (d, D)-den- 
sity. All the algorithms discussed in this paper will rely on this technique. 
B 
FIG. 1. The number of records in 4 pages of a dense file (a) and its accompanying 
calibrator (b). In this example, d=2 and 0=3, and the number inside the node u is its 
density p(v). 
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Our algorithm for optimizing the wost-case time of individual commands 
is a modified version of a somewhat simpler algorithm which optimizes 
only amortized complexity. We therefore begin our discussion with the 
latter algorithm, which is similar to a procedure that was proposed inde- 
pendently by Itai et al., [1980]. (More distantly related algorithms have 
appeared in Melville and Gries, 1979, 1989). The algorithm in this section 
is called CONTROL.& and until Section 8 we make the simplifying 
assumption that D - d> 3rlog Ml. CONTROL.1 consists of the following 
steps: 
(A) First, use the calibrator as a binary search tree to find the page- 
address of the record R that is to be inserted or deleted. Perform the inser- 
tion or deletion operation commanded, and increment or decrement the 
rank-counters N, that should be changed after this operation. 
(B) If step A caused the calibrator to violate the condition 
BALANCE(d, D) temporarily then do the following: Let v denote the 
highest node vilating this balance condition off, the father of ZI. Rearrange 
the records in the pages descending from f, so that they are spread with 
sufficiently equal density in this range to guarantee that every node w  
descending from f, satisfies p(w) d p(f”) + 1. 
The first step of CONTROL.1 requires CPU time O(log(M)) and typi- 
cally only two or three page-accesses. These costs are quite small and need 
concern us no further. The second step of CONTROL.l, which requires 
work O(MYO) is expensive. However, such expensive invocations occur only 
rarely, and Theorem 3.2 shows that Step B has good amortized complexity. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose D - d > 3rlog Ml and S is a time-varying set of 
cardinality less than N = Md stored as a BALANCE(d, D) sequential file. 
Then O((log’M)/(D -d)) bounds the amortized cost for step B of 
CONTROL.1 to maintain this set. 
ProoJ: Let T denote the file’s calibrator tree and Q(T) the quantity 
C,, T M, . MAX[ p(v) - g(u, 4, O)]. The function Q, satisfies the following 
two conditions: 
(1) No insertion will cause step A to increase @ by more than 
r log m. 
(2) Any invocation of step B requiring accesses to i pages will cause 
@ to decrease by at least 2i(D - d)/(9rlog Ml). (This guaranteed decrease 
follows from three observations. The first is that p(v) drops from an initial 
value >g(v, 1) to a final value d g(v, 4) during the execution, of step B, by 
the fact that f, satisfies and v violates BALANCE(d, D) at the beginning of 
this step. This observation implies that v’s contribution to @ decreases by 
at least 2M,(D - d)/3rlog Ml. Since i= MY0 in step B and since Fact 3.1 
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established that Mf, < MJ3, the guaranteed decrease in the last sentence 
must be at least as large as 2i(D - d)/9rlog Mf. The final observation is 
that no node x can have its contribution to @ increase during step B, this 
implies that @ must decrease by at least 2i(D - d)/9flog M] during step B 
because V’S contribution drops by at least this amount.) 
Condition (1) implies that the sum’ of all the increases in @ during a 
sequence of n commands is certainly bounded by nrlog Ml. Since @ is 
initially zero and cannot go negative, this observation, combined with 
condition (2), implies that O[nrlog M]*/(D - d)] bounds the aggregate 
number of page accesses of ail invocations of step B during this 
sequence. Hence, step B’s amortized cost is certainly bounded by 
ocuog2 m/P - 41. Q.E.D. 
The rest of this paper will describe our algorithm, CONTROL.2, for 
converting step B’s amortized cost O((log* M)/(D - d)) into a strict worst- 
case bound. The intuition behind this modification is quite simple. Since 
shifting the entire set of records descending from node f is expensive when 
q, is a large number, our stronger algorithm will reduce worst-case costs 
by employing an evolutionary process that gradually shifts records in f Is 
range over an extended sequence of insertion-deletion commands when 
this type of rebalancing is necessary. Such an evolutian redistributes the 
workload: it takes the small number of commands otherwise having 
excessive runtime and divides their workload over a long enough sequence 
of commands to ensure that no individual command violates the time- 
bound O((log* M)/(D -d)). The main challenge will be to design 
CONTROL.2 to operate correctly when several nodes have activated 
concurrent evolutionary shift processes that are operating in opposite 
directions. That is, CONTROL.2 must take several precautions to avoid 
various types of thrashing conditions which could otherwise arise. It must also 
guarantee that the file continually satisfies the constraint BALANCE(d,D) 
at the end of each insertion/deletion command. We designed one satis- 
factory algorithm in (Willard, 1982), but the discussion in the next four 
sections is far superior because its algorithm is much easier to understand. 
4. THE ALGORITHM CONTROL.2 
This sectian defines the algorithm CONTROL.5 that guarantees worst- 
case update time. The next three sections prove the correctness of 
CONTROL.2 and provide examples. 
Throughout our discussion, A;, A:, g(v), N,, M,, p(v) and RANGE(u) 
have the same definitions as in Section 3, and f, again denotes u’s father. 
Four new definitions used in this section are’ listed below: 
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(i) WARNING(o) is a flag that normally equals 1 when 
p(v) 3 g(u, $), equals 0 when p(v) < g(v, 4). and is allowed to contain either 
value when g(u, 4) < p(v) < g(u, $). Its intuitive purpose is to signal when a 
node v’s density comes close to violating the upper limit g(u, 1). We shall 
say that a node u is in a warning state when WARNING(u) = 1, and it is 
in a non-warning state when WARNING(u) = 0. 
(ii) DIR(u) is a constant that equals 1 when u is the right son of its 
father, and it equals 0 when it is a left son. 
(iii) DEST(u) and SOURCE(e) are two pointers, called the “destina- 
tion” and “source” pointers, that lie in the range of u’s father (henceforth 
denoted as RANGE(f,)). CONTROL.2 uses these pointers to move 
records from the page SOURCE(u) to DEST(u) when 0 is in a warning 
state (i.e., WARNING(u) = 1 ), and the algorithm guarantees that no 
records shall ever be stored between these two pages at the time of this 
source-to-destination record movement. (CONTROL.2 is obligated to 
guarantee this condition because its record movement could otherwise 
ultimately violate part (iii) of Section l’s definition of a sequentially 
ordered density.) This record movement is to the left when DIR(u) = 1, and 
it is to the right when DIR(u) = 0, i.e., DEST(r) < SOURCE(i) in the first 
case and DEST(r) > SOURCE(u) in the second. CONTROL.2 only 
employs the pointers DEST(r) and SOURCE(r) when u is in a warning 
state, and the two pointers are otherwise undefined. 
The three subroutines employed by the algorithm CONTROL.2 are 
called SHIFT(u), SELECT(L), and ACTIVATE(r). These three sub- 
routines are crucial for understanding the mainline procedure of 
CONTROL.2, and we will therefore discuss them first. 
CONTROL.2 calls SHIFT(u) only when ZJ is in a warning state. 
DEST(u)‘s initial value is determined before CONTROL.2 makes this sub- 
routine call; the three steps of this subroutine assign SOURCE(u) a new 
value, move records from thk page SOURCE(u) to DEST(u), and then 
modify the value of DEST(u). The formal algorithmic definition of 
SHIFT(u) appears below: 
(1) In the respective cases where DIR(u) = 1 and 0, define 
SOURCE(u) to be the least (respectively greatest) address to the right 
(left) of DEST(V) that contains one or more records. Execute steps 2 and 
3 below in the normal case where SOURCE(U)E RANGE(J”), ELSE 
RETURN to CONTROLZ’s mainline without executing these steps. 
(Theorem 7.6B actually implies that the ELSE condition never arises when 
CONTROL.2 is properly initialized.) 
(2) Define UP(u) to be the set of nodes x satisfying 
DEST(u) E RANGE(x) c RANGE(f,). Move as many records from the 
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location SOURCE(v) to DEST(V) as is possible until either SOURCE(V) 
is vacated or some x E UP(v) has p(x) > g(x, 0). (Naturally, this record 
movement should be performed in a manner consistent with the sequential 
storage order in the (d, D)-dense file. Thus, if there is insufficient space in 
DEST(V) to store all the records from the location SOURCE(v), then 
priority should be given to moving records from SOURCE(V) to DEST(V) 
with lower key values when DIR(U) = 1, and to moving records with higher 
key values when DIR(V) = 0.) 
(3) Let x* denote the node of least depth in UP(u) satisfying 
p(x*) > g(x*, 0) at the end of step 2. If such a node exists then set 
DEST(r) = 
(a) A$ + 1 (when DIR(V) = 1). 
(b) A> - 1 (when DIR(u) = 0). 
The mainline of CONTROL.2 will make a subroutine call to SHIFT(V) 
only when 21 is in a warning state, i.e., the flag WARNING(o) = 1. Often 
there shall be several different nodes u that have warning flags raised over 
them, and the mainline of CONTROL.2 will have to decide which of these 
several eligible nodes should next be the object of a shift operation. Such 
decisions are made by a subroutine, called SELECT(L), whose argument 
L is that leaf which was the most recent recipient of the user’s record 
insertion or deletion command. SELECT(L) uses the following two-step 
procedure to determine which node u should next be the object of a 
SHIFT(U) operation. 
(1) Find the lowest ancestor c1 of the leaf L such that some proper 
descendant p of a is in a warning state, i.e., WARNING(p) = 1. 
(2) Let u denote one of the nodes of greatest depth among the 
descendants of CI that are in a warning state. SELECT(L) will return this 
node name when CONTROL.2 calls it. 
The last subroutine employed by CONTROL.2 is ACTIVATE(w). 
CONTROL.2 calls ACTIVATE(w) when a non-warning state node w  
satisfies p(w)> g(w, 5); this subroutine raises w  into a warning state, 
initializes the value of DEST(w), and also performs a “roll-back” change 
on the value stored in the DEST(y) pointer of any warning state node y 
satisfying the double relation DEST( y) E RANGE&) c RANGE(&) (this 
“roll-back” intuitively represents our algorithm’s method for preventing 
fatal thrashes between two warning state nodes whose destination 
pointers are traversing overlapping ranges). The formal definition of 
ACTIVATE(w)% 3-step procedure appears below: 
(1) Raise w  into a warning state, i.e., set WARNING(w) = 1. 
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(2) Set DEST(w) = 
(a) Afw if DIR(w)= 1; 
(b) AL if DIR(w) = 0. 
(3) Apply the roll-back rule 0 below to change DEST(y)‘s value 
when DIR( JJ) = 0, RANGE&) 3 RANGE(fw), and Ai < DEST( JJ) d 
AL - 1; and use the roll-back rule 1 for the mirror image of this case where 
DIR(y) = 1, RANGE(J;) I> RANGE(f,,,), and Ai + 1 < DEST( y) d AL. 
(a) Roll-back Rule 0: Set DEST( JJ) = AL. 
(b) Roll-back Rule 1: Set DEST( y) = AL. 
The intuition behind the roll-back rules above is that some anticipated 
future invocations of the subroutine SHIFT(w) may undo the previous 
record movements of the subroutine SHIFT(y), and step 3 of 
ACTIVATE( ) w  corrects for this anticipated problem by rolling back 
DEST(y) into the furthermost position that could have been affected by 
this conflict (so that DEST(y) is in a position to correct any damage done 
in the future by SHIFT(w)). These points will become clearer as we 
describe the mainline of CONTROL.2 in the next several paragraphs. 
Figure 2 illustrates the procedure employed by the mainline of 
CONTROL.2. The argument 2 of this subroutine consists of an insertion 
or deletion command, and J represents an integer that should be assigned 
a value > 52( (log2 M)/(D - d)), for CONTROL.2 to properly manipulate a 
BALANCE(d, D) file occupying M pages. We will explain the significance 
of J’s lower bound later. 
Figure 2 formally defines the four steps of the algorithm CONTROL.2. 
Its first step is similar to the analog for CONTROL.l, and it simply inserts 
or deletes the record indicated by the user’s command 2 and then accord- 
ingly changes the N, counters in the calibration tree. The second and third 
steps of CONTROL.2 check to see whether any of the changes in N, have 
caused p(w) either to fall beneath g(w, f) or to rise above g(w, 3). 
CONTROLZs response to the first change is to lower w  into a non- 
warning state if it was not previously there; similarly if w  was previously 
in a non-warning state, CONTROLJ’s response to the second change 
consists of calling ACTIVATE(w) to raise w  into a warning state. The 
fourth step of CONTROL.2 is the aspect of this procedure which 
guarantees the BALANCE(d, D) condition (that is, the requirement that 
all nodes v satisfy p(u) < g(u, 1)). This step consists of J repetitions of a 
cycle that first calls SELECT(L) to choose a node v that should have its 
density decreased, then calls SHIFT(u) to perform an operation whose 
repeated invocations will guarantee an eventual decrease in ~(0)‘s value, 
and finally checks to see whether any node should have its warning flag 
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&zorithm CONTROL.2(Z,J) 
1) Use the calibrator as a binary search tree to calculate the address of tbe 
record specified by the command Z. If Z is a deletion command then remove 
the relevant record from the sequential file and accordingly decrement the 
rank counters N, in the calibration tree that require change. If Z is an inser- 
tion command then add this record to the sequential file and increment the 
rank counters N, in the calibration tree that require change. 
2) If step 1 caused any node in a warning state to satisfy p(x) 5 g(x,1/3) then 
lower x into a non-warning state, i.e. set WARNING(x)=& 
3) If step I caused p(w) 2 g(w,2/3) f or a nonroot node w in a non-warning 
state then call ACTIVATE(w) (to essentially raise w into a warning stat,e). 
4) Let L denote t.he leaf-address of the record R that was inserted or deleted by 
step 1. Perform J iterations of the following cycle of 3 commands, 
a) Set v +- SELECT(L) 
b) Do SHIFT(v) 
c) If step b caused any node in a warning state to satisfy p(x) 5 g(x,1/3) 
then lower x into a non-warning state, i.e. set WARNING(x)=O. 
End of algorithm. 
FIG. 2. The procedure of CONTROL.2(2, J). 
lowered because the previous step decreased its density sufficiently. (See 
Fig. 2 for more details.) 
It is easy to verify that all records in the time varying set S are stored 
in sequential order under the algorithm CONTROL.2. The non-trivial 
aspect is to show that if D-d> 3rlog Ml and if JE M((log’ M)/(D - d)) 
then CONTROL.2 will also guarantee that every calibration tree node v 
will satisfy the condition BALANCE(d, D). Our interest in this theorem 
arises for two reasons. The first is -that the cost of the algorithm 
CONTROL.2(2, J) can be approximated as being proportional to J in 
a quite realistic cost model that counts only auxiliary page accesses. 
Our theorem shall thus imply that worst-case time proportional to 
(log* M)/(D -d) is sufficient for CONTROL.2 to guarantee the conditions 
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BALANCE(d, D) and (d, D)-density when (D -d) > 3rlog Ml. The second 
interesting point is that our algorithm and complexity model generalize to 
files not necessarily satisfying the constraint (D - d) > 3rlog Ml, using one 
further idea in Section 8. 
The intuition behind CONTROLJ’s good performance is that if 
J2 B( (log2 M)/(D - d)) then the repeated applications of J SHIFT opera- 
tions in step 4 prevents p(u) from ever exceeding g(v, 1) because the 
aggregate effect of several shifts lowers p(v) to a safe value satisfying 
p(u) < g(v, ?j) before such a violation can occur. The main complication in 
proving this theorem is that several different nodes v may simultaneously 
be in “warning states,” indicating they are coming simultaneously 
dangerously close to violating the g(v, 1) threshold. In such a context, 
CONTROL.2 uses the subroutine SELECT(L) to decide which of the 
several nodes in warning states should be next the recipient of a SHIFT 
operation. We must prove that SELECT’s algorithm for resolving priority 
conflicts is sufficient to repair every imbalanced node before it can violate 
the g(v, 1) threshold, and this proof must take place in a context where a 
SHIFT operation repairing the imbalance of one node could actually undo 
some of the repair work that was done previously for another node. 
Our proof construction that CONTROL.2 operates successfully when- 
ever J> 9( (log2 M)/(D - d)) and D - d > 3rlog Ml appears in Section 7. 
Sections 5 and 6 provides some examples and background lemmas about 
CONTROL.2 and its three subroutines. Section 8 illustrates a slightly more 
complicated algorithm, called CONTROL.2A, which allows one to drop 
the requirement that D - d be greater than 3 Flog Ml. 
As the reader peruses the next four sections, it is useful to keep in mind 
that Section 3 proved a complexity 0((log2 M)/(D - d)) for the amortized 
model of insertions and deletions in dense sequential files. The discussion 
that just preceded in this section together with the next four chapters will 
convert the preceding result into a worst-case time by essentially providing 
a more elaborate version of Theorem 3.2’s algorithm analysis. 
5. PRELIMR\TARY DEFINITIONS AND AN EXAMPLE 
This chapter introduces some background notation and an example 
which explains some of the intuition behind the precedure CONTROL.2. 
Henceforth, the term measurable time instance refers to a moment 
when CONTROL.2 has just completed executing one of the steps of 
1,2,3,4a, 4b, or 4c and it is just about to commence executing the next of 
these six steps. We will call a measurable moment type-i iff it immediately 
follows the execution of step i. The terms flag-stable refers to a measurable 
moment of type 3,4a, or 4c, and the term Jlag-unstable refers to the 
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remaining measurable moments of types 1,2 or 4b. The term p(x, t) refers 
to the value of p(x) at the time t. Flag-stable, measurable moments are so 
named because they satisfy the following proposition. 
FACT 5.1. If t is a flag-stable moment and x is a calibration tree-node 
then 
(a) p(x, t) < g(x, $) implies that WARNING(x) = 0 at the time t, i.e., 
that x is in a non-warning state; 
@I p(x, t)2 g( 3 ,)f x 2 or a non-root node x implies that WARNING(x) 
= 1 at this time, i.e., that x is in a warning state; and 
(c) the root of a calibration tree is always in a non-warning state 
(because CONTROL.2 never changes its warning flag). 
The proof of Fact 5.1 is an immediate consequence of the algorithmic 
definition of CONTROL.2, and it is omitted. It should be emphasized that 
Facts 5.1A and 5.1B do not hold for flag-unstable moments. For instance, 
suppose an insertion in step 1 causes p(x) to increase from an initial value 
less than g(x, f) to a final value greater than g(x, $). Then WARNING(x) 
will not be set equal to 1 until the CONTROL.2’s step 3, implying that the 
type-l and type-2 moments following this event will violate the condition 
(b) by having p(x) > g(x, $) and WARNING(x) = 0. 
Throughout this paper, the symbols DEST(v, t) and SOURCE(u, t) 
denote the positions of 0’s destination and source pointers at the time t. 
Also, N,(t) denotes the value of N, at this time, and SET@-, A +, t) 
denotes the set of records whose address lies in the closed interval 
[A-, A+] at the time t. The symbol SET(u, t) is an abbreviation for 
SET(A;; At; t). The last three definitions imply that the cardinality of 
SET(v, t) equals N,(t). Sets of the form SET(A-, A+, t) are called timesets. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. We will now illustrate an example where CONTROL.2 
inserts and deletes records in a sequential file consisting of 8 pages whose 
density parameters are D = 18 and d= 9. The calibration tree for this file 
appears in Fig. 3. The symbols L,, Lz, . . . . L, denote its leaves, and 
01, v&2, ..‘, Vl denote its internal nodes. Throughout our example, it is 
assumed that j is the page in the sequential tile that corresponds to the leaf 
Lj; that is, the leaf Lj satisfies the equality A; = A$ = j. 
In our example, ti denotes a flag-stable measurable moment, and NLj(ti) 
indicates the number of records that CONTROL.2 stores in the leaf-page 
Lj at the time ti. 
We will make frequent references to the table in Fig. 4, whose 
(i, j)th entry indicates the value of NL,(ti). Our example assumes that 
CONTROLJ’s parameter J = 3 and that Z, and Z, are two insertion 
commands given to this algorithm. 
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v4 JL Ll L2 
FIG. 3. The calibration tree for the S-page file discussed in Example 5.2. 
Leaf 
Time 
t0 
t1 
t2 
t3 
t4 
t5 
43 
t7 
43 
Ll L2 
16 1 
16 1 
16 1 
16 1 
16 2 
17 2 
4 15 
15 4 
15 0 
L3 J-J4 L5 LB L7 
0 
9 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
L8 
16 
17 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
FIG. 4. The changes in the record distribution over time for Example 5.2. 
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Let t, denote the measurable moment just before the command 2, is 
given. The first row in Fig. 4 indicates the distribution of records at 
this time. The row indicates that all calibration tree nodes satisfy 
p(x, to) < g(x, $), and it is therefore legitimate (i.e., consistent with 
Fact 5.1) to assume that all calibration tree nodes are in a non-warning 
state at the time t,, when our example begins. 
Suppose 2, is a command to insert a record into page 8. Then step 1 
of CONTROL.2 will increment the values of each of NLgND,, N,,, and 
N,,. As this change causes p(L,) z g(L,, 3) and ~(0~) 3 g(v, $), step 3 
of CONTROL.2 will raise L, and u3 into warning states and assign 
DEST(L,) and DEST(u,) the initial values of 7 and 1, respectively. Our 
example has tl denote the flag-stable moment at the end of step 3 when 
these actions are completed. 
Since J= 3 in our example, CONTROL.2 next executes three iterations 
of step 4. The first execution of step 4a notices that L, has depth greater 
than n3, and therefore SELECT returns the vertex L,. The procedure 
SHIFT(&) in step 4b will then 
(1) set SOURCE(&) = 8. 
(2) move precisely 6 records from page 8 to 7.’ 
Since the second action lowers p(L,) to a value under g(L,, f), step 4c of 
the procedure CONTROL.2 will change L8 into a non-warning state. In 
our example, t, denotes the moment after these actions are completed. 
The second execution of step 4 will occur between the times t2 and t,. 
At time t,, only Q is in a warning state. Therefore SELECT will return u3, 
and step 4b will consequently execute SHIFT(u,). ‘The first part of this 
procedure sets SOURCE(+) =2; its second part actually performs 
no record movements (because p(L, ) already exceeded g(L1 , 0) at the 
time when SHIFT was called); the third part of SHIFT(Q) then sets 
DEST(u,) = 2. CONTROL.2 therefore performs no record movements 
between the times t, and t3, but it assigns DEST(u) a new value during this 
period. 
The third execution of CONTROL.2 is the same as the second, except 
that it attempts to move records between the pages 4 and 2, rather than 2 
and 1. The latter movement is successful, and Fig. 4 indicates the resulting 
state of the sequential lile at the time t4. 
Since J= 3 in our example, CONTROL.2 will have completed J execu- 
tions of step 4 at the end of the time t,. The instance t4 thus denotes the 
time when CONTROL.2 has completed execution of the command 2,. 
1 There are 17 records stored in page 8 at the time t,, but SHIFT(&) only allows 6 record 
transfers because SHIFT’s definition prohibits further record movements after the first several 
movements cause p(L,) 2 g(L,, 0). 
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Let 2, denote the next command given to CONTROL.2, and suppose 
this command is an order to insert a record into the page 1. The latter 
causes p(L,) 2 g(L1, $), and step 3 of CONTROL.2 will therefore call the 
subroutine ACTIVATE(&). This subroutine raises L, into a warning state 
and sets DEST(L,)=2 and DEST(u,) = 1. The third action is due to 
ACTIVATE’s roll-back rule 1, and it is the first occasion in our example 
where a roll-back rule is employed. In our example, t, denotes the 
measurable moment following the execution of ACTIVATE(L,). 
The remainder of the command Z, is similar to the command Z, . It con- 
sists of three executions of step 4, whose effect on the sequential file is 
indicated by the three rows of Fig. 4 for the times t,, t7, and tg. The first 
iteration of step 4b calls the subroutine SHIFT(Li) to move thirteen records 
from the page 1 to 2 (SHIFT(L,) stops the record movement after the 
thirteenth record transfer because p(L,) > g(L,, 0) at this time). Step 4c of 
CONTROL.2 will then notice that p(L,, t6) < g(L,, $), and it will accord- 
ingly lower L, into a non-warning state. The main action in the second 
execution of step 4 consists of a subroutine call to SHIFT(Q) that moves 
11 records from page 2 to page 1 (SHIFT(Q) halts the record transfer after 
the ll-th record movement because p(L,) > g(L,, 0) at that time). A 
second action of SHIFT(+) consists of setting DEST(u,) = 2 at the end of 
this procedure. The third execution of step 4 makes another subroutine call 
to SHIFT(a,), whose effect is to move live records from page 5 to page 2 
(record movements stop after the fifth record transfer because 
p(uq) > g(v,, 0) at this time). At the end of this iteration, step 4c lowers u3 
into a non-warning state on account of the fact that P(Q) < g(v,, $). At the 
end of this example, all nodes in the calibration tree have returned to a 
non-warning state, and the eighth row in Fig. 4 indicates the record 
distribution. 
The next several paragraphs will state and answer three questions that 
the reader may have. These questions are intended to provide the reader 
with further intuition into the operations of CONTROL.2. 
QUESTION 5.3. Is the procedure CONTROL.2 correct? That is, will 
it guarantee that a sequential file continually satisfies the requirement 
BALANCE( d, D )? 
Answer. The answer to this question is “yes” and “no.” If CONTROL.2 
is assigned too small a parameter J then certainly it will not be adequate 
to guarantee BALANCE(d, D). On the other hand, the main result of our 
paper is that CONTROL.2 does guarantee both BALANCE(d, D) and 
(d, D)-density when 
J> 90[(log2 M)/(D -d)] + 1 (5.1) 
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and 
D - d > 3rlog Ml. (5.2) 
We will also develop a slightly more elaborate algorithm that enables us to 
drop requirement (5.2). Since CONTROL.2 never performs more than I 
shift movements per command, Eq. (5.1) will imply our claim that 
O((log2 M)/(D - d)) records movements are sufficient to maintain the 
(d, D)-density and BALANCE(d, D) conditions in a worst case dynamic 
environment. 
QUESTION 5.4. Is CONTROL.2 the most efficient possible, algorithm? 
For instance, SHIFT’s first iteration in the command Z, moved 13 records 
from page 1 to page 2, and its next iteration moved 11 of these records buck 
to their initial position. Obviously, it would have been more efficient to 
combine these operations into one SHIFT that simpley moves 2 records from 
page 1 to 2. Why was this not done? 
Answer. The earlier draft of our paper (Willard, 1982) used the latter 
approach and several very substantial generalizations of it. These techniques 
improved the performance by only a constant factor, but they greatly com- 
plicated the algorithm presentation and proof. When writing this new draft, 
it seemed preferable to omit all techniques that complicated the proof but 
only improved performance by a constant factor. 
QUESTION 5.5. The algorithm CONTROL.2 treats the root y of the 
calibration tree differently from all other nodes. Unlike other nodes, y is not 
raised into a warning state, even when p(y) > g(y, 3). Why is it treated 
differently ? 
Answer. Part (i) of the definition of (d, D)-density indicates that the 
sequential file can never contain more than N = dM records, implying that 
p(y) d d. It is th erefore unnecessary to raise a warning flag over the root y 
because the very definitions in our formalism guarantee that p(y) can never 
violate (d, D)-density or BALANCE(d, D). 
Naturally, we could have used a different formalism for defining the 
problem where the values of N and M are not pre-specified. In this case, 
our theorems could generalize, if one made further assumptions about the 
operating system’s ability to add consecutively located new pages to a 
previous lile state, but we chose not to consider such generalizations 
because their complexity models seemed unrealistic and they presented no 
new conceptual insights. 
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6. BACKGROUND LEMMAS AND INTUITIONS BEHIND THE ALGORITHM 
This section introduces several background lemmas that are useful in 
understanding the intuition behind CONTROL.2’s 0( (log2 M)/(D - d)) 
complexity and which will also be helpful to prove the main theorems in 
Section 7 and Appendices A and B. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that a and j3 are two calibration tree nodes such 
that RANGE(a) n RANGE(P) # 0. Then either RANGE(a) s RANGE(P) 
or RANGE@) E RANGE(a). 
Prooj The definition of calibration trees implies that either a is an 
ancestor of /3 or jI is an ancestor of a whenever RANGE(a) n RANGE@) 
# 0. Thus either RANGE(a) E RANGE(P) or RANGE(P) E RANGE(a) 
must hold. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let a and /I denote two sibling nodes in a calibration tree. If 
this tree satisfies BALANCE(d, D) at the time t then either p(a, t) < g(a, 0) 
or P(B, t) G g(P, 0). 
Prooj Let f denote the father of a and /?. Then the BALANCE(d, D) 
condition implies 
P(.L t) d g(f, 1). (6.1) 
The definition of p combined with the fact that f is the father of c1 and /3 
implies that 
P(f t) = Ma P(% t) + M, PM t) 
9 
kf,+AIfl . (6.2) 
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) clearly imply either p(a, t) or p(/?, t) is bounded 
by g(f, 1). Since the definition of g (in Eq. (3.1)) implies that 
g(f, 1) = g(a, 0) = g(/?, 0), the previous sentence implies either p(a, t) < 
da, 0) or p(B, t) Q g(P, 0) must hold. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.3. We will often use Lemma 6.2 in our analysis of 
CONTROL.2. The lemma is important because if SET(a) grows to a size 
where p(a) exceeds the upper bound g(a, 3) then CONTROL.2 will raise 
a warning flag over a (by Fact 5.1), and it then will seek to move some of 
the records stored in RANGE(a) to the range of 01’s brother, which we 
denote as /I. The latter movement will be successful only if p(p) is sufficiently 
small for storage space to be available in RANGE@). Lemma 6.2 
intuitively represents our formalism for checking the availability of storage 
space in RANGE@). Often our analysis of CONTROL.2 will not apply 
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Lemma 6.2 directly, but rather employ the following two corollaries to this 
lemma. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let CI and /? again denote two sibling nodes in a calibra- 
tion tree and let t denote a flag-stable measurable moment. If the calibration 
tree satisfies BALANCE(d, D) at the time t then either a or /3 must be in a 
nonwarning state at this time. 
ProoJ: Applying Lemma 6.2 to the if-clause of Corollary 6.4, one 
obtains that either ~(a, t) < g(cr, 0) or p(& t) < g(a, 0) must hold, which in 
turn implies that CI and /? cannot be in simultaneous warning states, by 
Fact 5.1A. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Suppose u and v are two distinct calibration tree nodes 
such that 
(i) RANGWJ;) n RANGE(f,) # 4 
(ii) u and v are in simultaneous warning states at some jlag-stable 
measurable moment when the file is in a BALANCE(d, D) state. 
Then either RANGE&) 2 RANGE(f,) or RANGE(f,) c RANGE(J;). 
Proof. The combination of Lemma 6.1 and the assumption (i) implies 
either RANGE(f,) 2 RANGE(f,) or RANGE(f,) E RANGE(f,) must 
hold. Since the if-clause of Corollary 6.5 indicates u # v and since the two 
nodes cannot be brothers by the combination of assumption (ii) and 
Corollary 6.4, it follows that RANGE&) # RANGE(f,). The inequalities 
in the last two sentences force the conclusion that either RANGE(fJ 3 
RANGE(&) or RANGE(f;) c RANGE(&) must hold. Q.E.D. 
Section 4 of this paper indicates that step 4a of theprocedure 
CONTROL.2 will select the node v that is the object of step 4b’s SHIFT 
operation. Our next several lemmas discuss the properties of this selection. 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose x and y are two nodes satisfying RANGE(&) c 
RANGE(&) and that x is in a warning state at the time when CONTROL.2 
invokes the SHIFT subroutine in step 4. Then the node v that is the object 
of this SHIFT operation can certainly not be y. 
Pro@ An easy inspection of the subroutine SELECT indicates this 
procedure can never return the node y when a node x satisfying 
RANGE( f,) c RANGE(f,,) is in a warning state (because SELECT would 
always choose to return x rather than y in this situation). Thus the node 
v in step 4 can never equal y in these circumstances. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 6.6 will be important to the aspects of our paper that deal with 
priority conflects. If several nodes sl, us, . . . are in simultaneous warning 
states at the time CONTROL.2 invokes step 4, it is important that this 
algorithm perform a SHIFT(V) operation on that particular node vi that is 
in greatest danger of soon violating the BALANCE(d, D) threshold. 
Lemma 6.6 will play a major role in showing CONTROL.2 resolves such 
priority conflects in a manner that prevents any of the nodes ui from even- 
tually violating BALANCE(d, D). 
We will now list two corollaries to Lemma 6.6: these corollaries are 
simple consequences of Lemma 6.6, and they describe some of the 
particular applications of this lemma appearing in this paper. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let t denote a measurable moment that occurs 
just before an execution of step 4b, and assume the sequential file is 
BALANCE(d, D) at this time. If v is the node that is the object of step 4b’s 
SHIFT operation then all descendants off,, other than v, must be in non- 
warning states at the time t. 
Proof Corollary 6.4 already indicated that v’s brother must be in a 
nonwarning state. Furthermore, every descendant of fv different from v and 
u’s brother must also be in a non-warning state (because otherwise this 
descendant node and v would form an obvious contradiction to 
Lemma 6.6). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Suppose step 1 of CONTROL.2 inserts or deletes a 
record into a leaf L E RANGE(f,,) and that u is in a warning state at the 
time when step 4b is invoked. Then the node v which is the object of step 4b’s 
SHIFT operation must satisfy RANGE( f,) z RANGE( f,). 
Proof Lemma 6.1 implies that every node u satisfies one of the 
following three conditions: 
(i) RANGE( f,) E RANGE( f,) 
(ii) RANGE(J;) 3 RANGE( f,) or 
(iii) RANGE(J;) n RANGE(f,) = 4. 
Lemma 6.6 specifically excludes the possibility that SHIFT will be applied 
to a node satisfying condition (ii) when u is in a warning state. The algo- 
rithmic definition of SELECT indicates this algorithm cannot possibly 
produce a node u satisfying condition (iii) when u is in a warning state 
and L E RANGE(f,) (because it would certainly give higher priority to 
returning u rather than 0 in this case). The node that is the object of 
step 4b must therefore satisfy condition (i) because the other two cases 
have been precluded. Q.E.D. 
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We will now introduce one more lemma and then explain the core 
intuition behind the algorithm CONTROL.2. 
LEMMA 6.9. Suppose Z is a command to insert a record into 
RANGE(f,) and that p(u) is greater than g(u, 0) at the time Step 1 of this 
command completes execution. Then p(u) cannot increase by more than 1 /Mu 
during the command Z. 
ProoJ: The only two aspects of the algorithm CONTROL.2 that can 
possibly increase the value of p(u) are its step 1 and the subroutine call to 
SHIFT in step 4b. The former cannot increase p(u) by mare than l/M,. 
The latter is normally allowed to make greater changes, but the definition 
of SHIFT disallows it from increasing p(u), for any node U, when this 
density is already greater than g(u, 0). Since the if-clause of Lemma 6.9 
indicates the latter condition, p(u) can certainly not increase by more than 
l/Mu. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.10. We are now ready to explain the core intuition behind 
the algorithm CONTROL.2. Let Z, , Z2, Z,, . . . denote a sequence of inser- 
tion-deletion commands given to CONTROL.%, and suppose that 
p(u) < g(u, $) at the time when the command Zi commences. Let I denote 
the number of commands during some particular subsequence 
zi9 zi+ IT ***T Z, whose step 1 operations insert a record into RANGE(u). If 
p(u) exceeded g(u, $) after step 1 of the command Zj, and if p(u) remained 
this large through the duration of the sequence Zi, Zj+ 1, . . . . Z,, then the 
combination of Fact 5.lb and Corollary 6.8 would certainly imply’ that the 
object of step 4b’s SHIFT operation must be a descendant off, on at least 
JE occasions during this sequence. The second point is that Lemma 6.9 
implies3 that p(u) certainly cannot violate the BALANCE(d, 0) threshold 
during the Zj, Zi+ 1, . . . . Z, sequence unless 13 M,(D - d)/3/“log Ml. Thus, 
CONTROL.2 must allocate the node u at least JM,(D - d)/S/log Ml 
SHIFT operations for attempting to repair imbalances in the tree 
descending from f, before u can possibly violate the BALANCE(d, D) 
threshold. The main theorem in the next section will state that this amount 
‘Our example implies that there must be at least JI occasions during the sequence 
zi, zi, I, . . . . 2, when CONTROL.2 executes step 4b following a command whose first step 
inserts a record into RANGE(u). Fact 5.Ib and the inequality p(u) > g(u, f) indicates u is 
in a warning state during each such execution of step 4b, and Corollary 6.8 then implies 
that these executions of step 4b must have descendants off, as the object of their SHIFT 
operations. 
3 Let t* denote the measurable instance just before the command Zi commences and t 
denote any other measurable instance during the sequence Zi, Z,+r, . . . . Z,. I f  p(u, t*) < 
g(u, 5) and I<: M,(D - d)/3rlog Ml, then p(u, t) cannot violate BALANCE(d, D) because 
Lemma 6.9 implies p(u. t) < g(u, f) + (D - d)/3rlog Ml G g(u. 1). 
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of repair work is sufficient to preclude a violation of BALANCE(d, D) 
when J and (D-d) satisfy the size constraints mentioned earlier in 
Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). 
We now present one final lemma that will be employed later. 
LEMMA 6.11. Let CI and fi denote two calibration tree nodes satisfying 
RANGE(a) c RANGE(P), and let T,, < TI denote two consecutive 
measurable moments such that 
DEST(P, TO) $ RANGE(a) (6.3) 
DEST(/?, T,) E RANGE(a). (6.4) 
Then DIR(P)= 1 implies that DEST(P, T,) =A;, and DIR(B)=0 implies 
that DEST(B, T,) = A,f. 
ProoJ: Equations (6.3) and (6.4) imply that one of the following three 
changes must have occurred between the times TO and T,: 
(i) the procedure SHIFT(B) modified the value of DEST(/?) and 
caused it to enter RANGE(a); 
(ii) the procedure ACTIVATE@) raised j? into a warning state and 
gave DEST(/?) its initial assignment of value; or 
(iii) for some node w  # /I, ACTIVATE(w)% roll-back module caused 
DEST(fi) to enter RANGE(a). 
The proofs that DEST(P) = A; are similar in all three cases; we will verify 
only case (iii) because it appears to be the hardest of the three. For the 
sake of simplifying the notation, our proof assumes that DIR(P) = 1. 
The combination of ACTIVATE(w)% roll-back rule (for nodes satisfying 
DIR(P) = 1) and the if-clause of Lemma 6.11 imply that 
DEST@, T,) = Afw E RANGE(f,) n RANGE(a). (6.5) 
A second observation is that ACTIVATE(w)‘s roll-back module is allowed 
to change DEST(P)‘s value between the time TO and T, only when 
DEST(j?, TO) E RANGE(f,). (6.6) 
Equation (6.5) implies that RANGE(a) n RANGE&,) # 4. Since (6.3) and 
(6.6) show that RANGE(a) does not contain RANGE&), Lemma 6.1 and 
the preceding sentence imply that 
RANGE(a) E RANGE(f,). (6.7) 
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Equations (6.5) and (6.7) imply DEST(j3, T,) = A; (since the first equation 
indicates DEST@, T,) = Ai > A;, and the latter implies that Af, < A; ), 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.12. This paragraph will explain the intuitive role that 
Lemma 6.11 will play in our main analysis. Assume that /I is the right son 
of fP and that p is in a warning state. Then DIR@) = 1 and our previous 
discussion explained CONTROL.2 will attempt to lower j3 back into a 
non-warning state by executing numerous SHIFT@) operations. These 
executions of SHIFT will move records to the left and gradually move 
DEST(P) to the right (because DIR@) = 1). It is important that SHIFT@) 
actually transfer the records inside RANGE( fa) as far us possible to the left 
within this range because such movements are necessary for our algorithm 
to decrease p(B) sufficiently in the worst case for /I ultimately to be 
returned to a non-warning condition (for nodes satisfying DIR@) = 1). Our 
formalism for verifving that SHIFT(P) d oes actually cram records as far as 
possible to the left when DIR@) = 1 (and to the right when DIR@) = 0) is 
Lemma 6.11. In particular, Lemma 6.11 indicates that DEST(b) enters each 
RANGE(a) in its leftmost address (i.e., the position A;) when DIR(P) = 1, 
which essentially means that CONTROL.2 is assigning the first and 
foremost priority to positioning records at the leftmost address inside this 
range. Together with the other theorems in this paper, this maximal record 
movement to the left (and its mirror image for the alternate case when 
DIR(P) =0) will imply that CONTROL.2 guarantees that all nodes u 
satisfy the BALANCE(d, D) condition when the algorithm’s work 
parameter is initialized so that J $9(log* M/(D -d)). This paragraph has 
sought to sketch only very briefly Lemma 6.11’s intuitive role in our 
analysis because a more detailed explanation of Lemma 6.1 l’s role is most 
appropriately left to the discussion that accompanies the formal proofs in 
the remainder of this paper. 
Remark 6.13. The statement RANGE(x) c RANGE(y) is clearly 
equivalent to the assertion that x is a proper descendant of y, and 
RANGE(x) E RANGE( JJ) is equivalent to the assertion that x lies in the 
subtree rooted in y. Most of our lemmas rely on the former notation rather 
than the latter because set inclusion is more relevant than relative tree 
position for the applications appearing in this paper. 
Remark 6.14. Section 7 will actually apply the five lemmas and four 
corollaries from this section very sparsely. Only two of these lemmas 
indeed appear in Section 7; the other lemmas have their main application 
in Appendices A and B! Our discussion of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.6 could’have 
been postponed until Section 7’s appendices, but it seemed desirable to 
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introduce these lemmas earlier in the text because they and Remarks 6.3, 
6.10, and 6.12 explain much of the intuition behind CONTROL.2. 
7. THE MAIN ANALYSIS 
This chapter will prove that if (D - d) > 3 rlog A41 and JE !2( (log2 M)/ 
(D - d)) then the sequential file manipulated by CONTROL.2 will satisfy 
the condition BALANCE(d, D) at all measurable moments in time. 
Section 8 will provide the remaining reasoning to generalize this theorem 
for other values of (D -d). 
Throughout this chapter, a flag-stable moment t will be called 
troublesome iff at least one warning state node v satisfies 
DEST(u, t) E RANGE(v). In this case, we will also call the node v 
troublesome. Say an execution of step 4b (or the corresponding subroutine 
call to SHIFT(v)) is troublesome iff the measurable moment immediately 
preceding this execution is troublesome. The three occurrences just men- 
tioned will be called trouble-free if they are not trouble-some. (In 
particular, a flag-stable moment t is trouble-free iff every warning state 
node v at this time satisfies DEST(r, t)# RANGE(v).) The intuitive 
reason “troublesome events” are so named is that the ultimate goal of the 
address DEST(v) is to provide a location for accepting records which 
CONTROL.2 wishes to remove from the area RANGE(v), and DEST(v) is 
certainly not performing this function when it lies inside RANGE(u). 
The notions of troublesome and trouble-free instances are crucial to this 
section because part of the proof of the condition BALANCE(d, D) rests 
on showing that troublesome events never occur when the parameter J of 
CONTROL.2 is assigned the proper initial value. In view of the crucial role 
that the trouble concept plays in this paper, we repeat two aspects of this 
definition that were mentioned in the previous paragraph, but which the 
reader could easily overlook. The first is that the concepts of “troublesome” 
and “trouble-free” apply only to flag-stable moments. A flag-unstable 
moment is considered neither troublesome nor trouble-free. This is because 
CONTROL2’s temporary violations of the preceding paragraph’s definition 
are not considered significant at a flag-unstable moment, provided they are 
repaired4 by the time of the next consecutive flag-stable moment. The 
second point is that it is the measurable moment preceding the execution 
4 There will be many instances under the algorithm CONTROL.2 where the “flag-unstable” 
moment following step 4b has DEST(o, t) E RANGE(u) for a warning state node u. The subse- 
quent flag-stable moment at the end of step 4c will nevertheless be normally trouble-free 
because step 4c ,will normally repair this awkward situation by setting u into a non-warning 
state. 
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of step 4b which determines whether or not this execution of SHIFT(V) 
is considered troublesome or trouble-free. The measurable moment 
immediately following the execution of step 4b is irrel&nt to this defmi- 
tion. 
Throughout this section, 6(v) denotes a variable that 
(a) equals 1 when p(v) > 0 
(b) equals 0 when p(v) = 0. 
As in our earlier sections, f, and f, denote the fathers of the nodes u and 
w. Define a page address A to be noteworthy iff either there is at least one 
record stored in this page, or DEST(x) = A for at least one node x that 
is in a warning state. Let NOTEWORTHY(u) denote the number 
of noteworthy pages inside RANGE(f,), and let WARNINGSET 
and NON-WARNING.SET(u) denote the set of proper descendants of 
f, that are respectively in warning and non-warning states. Also, let 
IMBALANCE(w), DIFF(w), and n(u) denote the following three 
quantities: 
IMBALANCE(w) = lZ&Jlog Ml MAX[p(W) - g(W, f; O]/(D - d) (7.1) 
Diff(w)=2 IDEST(w)-A;1 whenDIR(w)=O 
= 2 IDEST(w) - A,f 1 when DIR(w) = 1 (7.21 
n(u) = NOTEWORTHY(u) 
+ c IMBALANCE(w) 
w E NON-WARNINGSET 
+ c {DIFF(w) -t S(w)}. (7.3) 
w E WARNINGSET 
The function n(u) can be thought of as a more elaborate version of 
Theorem 3.2’s simpler account function @, which will help us analyze the 
worst-case performance of CONTROL.2. Our interest in this function was 
stimulated’by a related treatment in (Lueker, 1979). It showed how the 
good worst-case complexity of a data structure called a k-fold tree can be 
verified with an accounting-type argument. Accounting functions are not 
the only way to verify this fact, and (Willard, 1979, 1979; Willard and 
Lueker, 1985) illustrate other methods for verifying worst-case bounds for 
k-fold trees. The central aspect of accounting function in the present article 
is that it leads to a very natural analysis of the complexity of insertions and 
deletions in dense sequential tiles. The general nature of the accounting 
construction will become apparent to the reader in the proof of Lemma 7.2. 
In the discussion which follows, n(u, t), p(v, t), 6(u, t), 
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NOTEWORTHY(V, t), IMBALANCE(q t), and DIFF(q t) denote the 
values assumed by these variables at the measurable time instant t. 
Appendix A offers a fairly long but otherwise straightforward proof that 
CONTROL.2 satisfies Lemma 7.1 below. (The proof is based on applying 
the theorems from Chapter 6.) We recommend that the reader initially 
omit examining Lemma 7.1’s proof and only skim its theorem statement 
because the main significance of Lemma 7.1 becomes evident in the proof 
of Lemma 7.2. 
LEMMA 7.1. The accounting function D(u) has the following five charac- 
teristics: 
(A) L!(u) > 0 whenever u is in a warning state. 
(B) If the sequential file is BALANCE(d, D) just before some execu- 
tion of step 1 of CONTROL.2 then IT(u) < 9rlog Ml M, at this time. 
(C) If Z is a command that inserts a record into RANGE(f,) then 
D(u) can increase by no more than 1 + 36rlog M12/(D -d) during step 1 of 
CONTROL.2. 
(D) Each of steps 2, 3,4a, and 4c of CONTROL.2 will never increase 
IT(u) when applied to a file that satisfies BALANCE(d, D) before its 
execution. If an execution of step 4b satisfies the two additional constraints 
that u is trouble-free at this time and it is in a warning state, then IL(u) also 
cannot increase during step 4b. Also, any execution of step 1 not meeting 
condition (C) cannot increase D(u). 
(E) Assume Z is a command to insert or delete a record into 
RANGE(J;), u is in a warning state at the time when CONTROL.2 
executes step 4b, this execution of step 4b is trouble-free, and the file is in 
a BALANCE(d, D) state when step 4b begins execution. Then this execution 
of step 4b will cause D(u) to decrease by at least one. 
The proof of Lemma 7.1 rests on applying the results from Section 6. It 
has been placed in Appendix A because the live separate statements in the 
proposition make its proof rather long. We strongly recommend that the 
reader defer examining Appendix A until he has finished this section. Our 
interest in Lemma 7.1 arises because each of the live assertions in this 
lemma is needed to help prove the following proposition: 
LEMMA 7.2. Let Z,, Zqtl, . . . . Z, denote a sequence of CONTROL.2 
insertion and deletion commands that begin immediately after the measurable 
moment t,. Suppose that 
(i) u is raised into a warning state by step 3 of the command Z,, 
(ii) no execution of steps 2 or 4c during the sequence Z,, Z,+l, . . . . Z, 
lowers u back into a non-warning state, 
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(iii) the parameter J of CONTROL.2 satisfies 
J > 1 + 90rlog M12/(D - d), (7.4) 
(iv) and the sequentiaE fire is BALANCE(d, D) and trouble-free at the 
moment t,, as well as during all other measurable moments occurring during 
and at the end of the sequence Z,, Z,, 1, . . . . Z,. 
Then the number of commands in the sequence Z,, Z, + 1, . . . . Z, whose step 1 
procedure inserts a record in RANGE(f,) will be strictly less than 
M,(D - d)/6rlog Ml. (Comment: The reader should not regard J as a very 
large quantity in this lemma because our algorithm is intendedfor application 
where D -d E 102, and the coefficient 90 can furthermore be lowered by 
more than one order of magnitude with more elaborate methods not 
appearing in this paper.) 
Proof Let Zi denote a command whose step 1 inserts or deletes a 
record in RANGE(f;). Then Lemma 7.1C implies that step 1 of this com- 
mand will increase II(u) by no more than 1+ 36rlog Ml’/(D - d). Parts (i), 
(ii), and (iv) of the hypothesis of Lemma 7.2 indicate that such executions 
of step 4b will satisfy the if-clause of Lemma 7.1E; therefore the J iterations 
of step 4b in CONTROL.2 must decrease II(u) by at least J. No other step 
during the execution of Zi can increase 17(u), by Lemma 7.1D. Therefore 
Eq. (7.4) implies that the command 2$‘s net effect is a decrease in D(u) by 
at least 54rlog M12/(D - d). 
Let K denote the number of commands in the sequence Z,, Z,, 1, . . . . Z, 
whose step 1 inserts a record into RANGE(J;). The previous paragraph 
implies these K commands cause 17(u) to decrease by at least 
54K [log Ml*/(D - d), and Lemma 7.1D. implies that no other command 
in the sequence Z,, Z, + 1, . . . . 2, can cause II(u) to increase. Therefore if tl 
denotes the first measurable instant after the completion of the command 
sequence Z,, Z, + r, . . . . Z,, and if t, denotes the measurable instant 
specified in Lemma 7.2’s hypothesis, then 
Lqu, tl) < L7(u, to) - 54K ri0g Ml2/(D -d). 
The final point is that Lemmas 7.1A and 7.1B imply that 
mu, t,)>O 
I~(u, to) G 9rbg ~1 M,. 
Substituting Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7) into Eq. (7.5), we obtain that 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
,<M,W-4 
6rlog Ml . 
(7.8) 
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COROLLARY 7.3. Let Z,, Zq+l,..., Z, denote a sequence of insertion- 
deletion commands satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 7.2, and suppose 
that 
(D-4 >1 
3rl0g ~1 * 
(7.9) 
Let K again denote the number of occasions when step 1 of CONTROL.2 
inserts a record into RANGE(J;). In this case, Lemma 7.2 implies that 
K<W4M,-1 
3ri0gMl . 
(7.10) 
Proof Since K is a non-negative integer, it must either equal zero or be 
at least as large as the integer 1. The proof of Corollary 7.3 is easy in both 
cases. If K= 0 then Eq. (7.9) and the fact that M,, > 1 imply Eq. (7.10) 
immediately. On the other hand, if K 2 1 then K < 2K - 1 < 
(D - d) MJ3rlog Ml - 1 by Lemma 7.2. Q.E.D. 
One more preliminary lemma is necessary before we can introduce the 
main result of this chapter. The proof of Lemma 7.4 relies greatly on the 
propositions from Section 6, and it appears in Appendix B. The underlying 
idea behind this proof is actually quite simple, but it is preferable to 
postpone it until Appendix B because the interaction between several steps 
of the procedure CONTROL.2 makes the proof rather long. 
LEMMA 7.4. Once again, let Z,, Z,, 1, . . . . Z, denote a sequence of 
insertion and deletion commands given to CONTROL.2. Let t* denote 
the measurable moment occurring just before this sequence of commands 
commence, t a measurable instance during or at the completion of the 
command Z,, and I the number of executions of step 1 between the time t* 
and t which insert a record into RANGE(f”). Assume the sequential file is 
BALANCE(d, D) at all measurable moments before t and that u enters into 
a warning state during step 3 of the command Z, and remains in such a state 
until at least the time t. For the sake of simphfying the notation, also assume 
that DIR(u) = 1. Then the cardinality of SET(DEST(u, t), A:, t) cannot 
exceed NYU(t*) + I- g(u, 0). [DEST(u, t) - AJ. (The mirror image of this 
proposition holds in the alternate case where DIR(u) = 0.) 
We strongly recommend that the reader postpone examining the proof of 
Lemma 7.4 (in Appendix B) until he finishes this section. The significance 
of the last three propositions will become apparent in the discussion that 
now follows. It will show how these results imply that CONTROL.2 
automatically guarantees the condition BALANCE(d, D) whenever 
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J> sZ[(log’ M)/(D - d)] and (D - d) > 3rlog M]. Actually, the statement 
of Theorem 7.5 below is slightly stronger than this fact because it also 
asserts the non-existence of troublesome events. Theorem 7.5 contains both 
claims because the non-existence of prior troublesome events is a necessary 
interim step in our inductive verification of the BALANCE(d, D) condition. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose the algorithm CONTROL.2 is employed to 
perform insertions and deletions on a set S that is initially empty and 
which never contains more than N= dM retards. If the parameters of 
CONTROL.2 satisfy 53 1 + 9Orlog M12/(D - d) and (D - d) > 3rlog Ml 
then 
(A) the file manipulated by CONTROL.2 will satisfy BALANCE 
(d, D) at all measurable instances in time, and 
(B) CONTROL.2’s every flag-stable measurable moment will be 
trouble-free. 
Comment. The same constraint on J’s allowed values is imposed by 
Lemma 7.2, and Theorem 7.5. As with Lemma 7.2, this constraint is not 
quite as stringent as it appears because (D - d) will equal at least 100 in the 
applications we intend and because the constant 90 can be lowered by 
more than one order of magnitude with a more elaborate analysis. 
Proof Let Z, , Z,, Z,, . . . denote the sequence of insertion-deletion 
commands that CONTROL.2 performs on an initially empty set S. We will 
prove the two assertions of Theorem 7.5 by induction. 
Basis Step. Since the set S is initially empty, the command Z, must be 
an order to: insert a first record into this set. Theorem 7.5 is obviously valid 
in this case because the lower bound on the allowed values of (D-d) 
certainly implies that a violation of Assertion A or B cannot occur during 
the first command. 
Inductive Step. Assume the sequence Z1, Zz, ..,, Zi satisfies the two 
claims of Theorem 7.5. In order to show that the command Zj+ 1 also 
satisfies Theorem 7.5, it is sufficient to establish that an arbitrary node u 
(a) is BALANCE(d, D) at the end of the command Zi+ 1 as well as 
at each measurable moment during this command, and 
(b) is also trouble-free during each flag-stable moment in this period. 
Let h denote the largest integer such that h < i+ 1 and u is in a non- 
warning state at the beginning of the command Z,,. Let (T denote the 
sequence of commands Zh, Zh + r, . . . . Zi (this sequence will be regarded as 
obviously empty in the degenrate case where h = i-t 1). It is easy to verify 
that the sequence 0 satisfies all four of the requirements of Lemma 7.2’s 
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if-clause.5 Therefore, if K denotes the number of occasions during the 
sequence u when step 1 of CONTROL.2 inserts a record into RANGE&) 
then Lemma 7.2 and its corollary imply that 
K<w4~u-l 
3ri0g ~1 . 
(7.11) 
Let I denote the number of occasions when step 1 of CONTROL.2 
inserts a record into RANGE&) during the sequence Zh, Z, + r, . . . . Zi+ r. 
Since the latter sequence contains precisely one command not appearing in 
(T, the value of I must equal either K or K+ 1. Hence, Eq. (7.11) implies 
that 
(7.12) 
We will now use Eq. (7.12) to show that u satisfies the claims (a) and (b). 
In that discussion, t* will denote the measurable moment immediately 
preceding the command Z,, and t will denote any measurable moment 
occurring during or at the end of the command Zi + 1. 
Verification of Claim (a). Since u is defined to be in a non-warning 
state just before the execution of the command Z,, Fact 5.1 implies that the 
value of p(u) at this moment in time satisfies 
P(U, t*) < du, 5,. (7.13) 
Since I denotes the number of occasions when step 1 inserts a record into 
RANGE(f,) between the times t* and t, Lemma 6.9 certainly implies that 
PC% t) < du, 3) + Z/M,. (7.14) 
Substituting Eq. (7.12) into (7.14) we obtain 
D-d 
3riog ~41’ 
Equation (3.1) specified the definition of g(u, .), and this definition 
indicates that Eq. (7.15) is equivalent to the statement 
P(% t) < du, 1). (7.16) 
5 The definition of (r implies this sequence satisfies parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 7.3’s if-clause. 
The inductive hypothesis implies D satisfies part (iv) of Lemma 7.2’s if-clause. Finally, the 
parameter J must satisfy part (iii) of Lemma 7.2’s if-clause because the hypothesis of 
Theorem 7.5 contains the exact same lower bound assumption. 
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The latter equation completes the proof of claim (a), since it shows u 
satisfies the BALANCE(d, D) condition. Q.E.D. 
Verification of Claim (b). Let f, denote the father of U. Since the induc- 
tive hypothesis allows us to presume that f, satisfies the BALANCE(d, L)) 
requirement at the time t*, we may assume that 
P(fu> t*) d dfw 1) = d% 0). (7.17) 
Equation (7.17) and the definition of p(f,, t”) (see Eq. (3.2)) then imply 
that 
~fuU(t*)a+u-d%w (7.18) 
Claim (b) asserts the node u is trouble-free during the command Zi, 1. 
We will prove this fact by showing that its negation implies a contradic- 
tion. In particular, assume u is troublesome during the command Zi+ 1 and 
let t1 denote its first troublesome moment during this command. Also, let 
t, denote the flag-stable moment that immediately precedes t I . Our proof 
may also assume that DIR(u) = 1, since the mirror image of the next 
paragraph’s analysis would follow in the alternate case where DIR(u) = 0. 
Since u is assumed to be troublesome at the time t, but not to, DEST(u) 
must have entered RANGE(u) between these two times, by the definitions 
of the concepts of troublesome and trouble-free. The latter observation 
implies, by Corollary 6.11 and the fact that DIR(u) = 1, that 
DEST(u, tl) = A,. (7.19) 
Lemma 7.4 then indicates that NY- (t*) + Z- g(u, 0) . (A; - Ai) bounds the 
cardinality of SET[DEST(u, tl), A,+, tl] = SET(u, tl). In other words, 
N,(t,)~N~“(t*)+z-g(u,O).(A,-A,I). (7.20) 
Since M,=MfU-(A;-A;) for all nodes with DIR(u)=l, Eqs.(7.18) 
and (7.20) imply that 
N,(t,)<M,-g(u,O)+Z. (7.21) 
Substituting Eq. (7.12) into (7.21) and applying the definition of g from 
Eq. (3.1), we get 
N,(t,) < Mu. g(f4 3). (7.22) 
Finally inserting the latter inequality into Eq. (3.2), we conclude that 
P(% tl) < dU> 4,. (7.23) 
643/97/2-4 
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Equation (7.23) provides our desired contradiction because u can be 
“troublesome” at the time t, only if it is in a warning state, and the com- 
bination of Eq. (7.23) and Fact 5.1A shows that this cannot be so. Q.E.D. 
Section 8 of this article will show how to use Theorem 7.5 to prove 
insertions and deletions in (d, D)-dense files run in O[(log2 M)/(D - d)] 
worst-case time. Corollary 7.6 below already shows that we can achieve this 
time for many values of d and D. 
COROLLARY 7.6. Suppose that (D - d) > 3rlog Ml. Then it is possible to 
design an algorithm that always guarantees the condition (d, D)-density and 
never uses more than O(r(log2 M)/(D -d)l) page shift operations to 
perform any individual insertion or deletion operation. 
ProoJ: Theorem 7.5 shows that CONTROL.2 will ensure that the 
sequential file always satisfies a condition BALANCE(d, D) (which is 
actually somewhat stronger than (d, D)-density), when CONTROL.2 is 
given a parameter J= rl + 9Orlog M12/(D - d)l. Since CONTROL.2 
executes no more than J shift operations per update command, this fact 
implies that O(r(log2 M)/(D-d)l) shift operations are sufficient to 
guarantee (d, D)-density. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.7. Once again we remind the reader that the coefficient 90 
in CONTROL.2’s time can be lowered by more than one order of 
magnitude with a more elaborate analysis, and that the quantity 
W-(log2 MMD-41) is actually a fairly small number, since (D - d) will 
be a fairly large number in the applications anticipated. 
8. PROCESSING FILES WHEN D - d < 3rlog Ml 
One disadvantage to the algorithms CONTROL.1 and CONTROL.2 
is that they require that D-d > 3rlog Ml to obtain a complexity 
~(r(log2W(D-41) f or er orming insertions and deletions on (d, D)- P f 
dense files. This chapter illustrates a simple modification of these techni- 
ques that drops the size constraint on D-d and obtains the same 
0( r (log2 M)/(D - d)l) complexity as before. The generalizations of 
CONTROL.1 and CONTROL.2 that provide this improvement are called 
CONTROL.lA and CONTROL.2A. The undelying idea behind these algo- 
rithms is so simple that it may first appear to be incorrect, but its validity 
will become very evident by the end of this brief chapter. 
Suppose that there are A4 pages in our original file. Define the ith macro- 
page of size K in this file to be set of pages whose address A satisfies the 
equality 
rA/Kj = i (8.1) 
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In other words, a page A lies in the ith macro-page if and only if 
The term MAC,(i) will denote the ith macro-page of size K, and this 
concept obviously degenerates to standard sized pages in the boundary 
case where K= 1. 
Let K denote the least positive integer satisfying 
K> 3ri0g MJ/(D - d). 
Also let M# and L denote the quantities 
(8.3) 
M# = [-iupq (8.4) 
L=M-K(M#-1). (8.5) 
The first M# - 1 macro-pages in the sequential tile each contains K unit- 
sized pages, but its last block, MAC,(M#), is different because there are 
only L < K remaining pages to be stored in this macro-page. In particular, 
MAC,(M#) will contain strictly less than K unit-sized paes whenever K 
does not divide M. For this reason, our procedures CONTROL.lA and 
CONTROL.2A treat MAC,(M#) differently from the sequential tile’s 
other M# - 1 macro-pages. 
Now we will describe the underlying constraints that the algorithms 
CONTROL.lA and CONTROL.2A will force the set of macro-pages to 
meet. These are that 
(i) no more than LD records may be stored in the macro-block 
MAC,(M+), 
(ii) the first M# - 1 macro-pages may contain no more than 
(.U’ - 1) Kd records, and 
(iii) let T denote a calibration tree whose leaves correspond to the 
sequential file’s first (M” - 1) macro-pages. This tree will be required to 
satisfy the constraint BALANCE(d#, D”), where d# and D’ are 
d#=Kd @4 
D#=KD. (8.7) 
Two observations are necessary to understand why CONTROL.lA and 
CONTROL.2A enforce the three constraints above. The first is that each 
unit-sized page, by definition, is capable of holding no more than D 
records, which in turn implies that the first M# - 1 macro-blocks are 
capable of holding no more than D# = KD records per macro-block, and 
that MAC,(M#) can hold no more than LD records. Our interest in 
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constraints (i) thru (iii) arises because they automatically imply that the 
macro-pages will satisfy the conditions demanded by the previous sentence. 
Figure 5 illustrates the algorithms which CONTROLJA and CON- 
TROL2A employ to establish respectively an amortized and a worst-case 
number of page shifts O(r(log* M)/(D - d)l). Step 0 of these algorithms 
performs the insertion or dletion operation that the user commands, and 
the next three steps modify the file to guarantee it satisfies the constraints 
(i) thru (iii). 
The only subtle aspect of Figure 5’s algorithm is its third step. This step 
shifts the burden of work to the previous sections, and it indicates that 
CONTROL. 1A and CONTROL.2A make respective subroutine-calls to 
the CONTROL.1 and CONTROL.2 procedures from Propositions 3.2 and 
7.6. These subroutine calls satisfy the if-clauses of Propositions 3.2 and 7.6 
because Eqs. (8.3), (8.6), and (8.7) imply that D# - d# satisfies the 
inequality 
D#-d#>3rlogM”l. (8.8) 
The procedures of CONTROL.lA and CONTR0L.M: 
Step 0) Insert or delete the record R into the macro-page A* as an initial 
response to the user’s insertion/deletion command (this step may require 
brut,e force to shift records between the K or less pages that form a single 
macro-page). 
Step 1) If step 0 caused more t.han LD records to be temporarily stored in 
MAC,(M # ) then shift the record with smallest key-value from this page to 
MACK(M#-1). 
Step 2) If step 0 caused more than (M#-I)Kd records to be stored in the 
first M#-1 macmpages then shift the record with largest key value to the 
page MACK(M#). 
Step 3) Apply either Proposition 3.2’s or 7.6’s CONTROL.1 or CON- 
TROL.2 algorit.hms to make certain the calibration tree T is 
BALANCE(d#,D#). 
Comment: The purpose of step 1 is to guarantee that MACK(M#) contain not 
more than LD records, and the purpose of steps 2 and 3 is to guarantee that the 
other M # -1 macro-pages each contain no more than D # =KD records. 
FIG. 5. 
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Hence, we can conclude from Propositions 3.2 and 7.6 that step 3 of CON- 
TROL.lA and CONTROL.2A will need only O(r(log’ M#)/(D# - d#)J) 
shift operations among macro-pages to maintain the condition BALAN- 
CE(d#, D#). Since the other steps of Figure 5,‘s algorithm have trivial 
costs, the previous asymptote also characterizes’ CONTROL.lA’s and 
CONTROL.2A’s overall cost, but it is not yet the final point. 
The final point is that since macro-pages are K times as large as normal- 
sized pages, each macro-page shift operation in the previous paragraph 
is as costly as KSHIFT operations on unit-sized pages. Hence, the 
previous paragraph actually has a cost O(Qlog2 M”)/(D# - d#)l) 6 
om$ M/P-41) h w en measured in terms of pages of unit size. (The 
transition outlined in the last two paragraphs can be justified in very 
rigorous cost models, but the remaining details are too trivial to be worth 
mentioning.) We have thus sketched a proof for the following proposition. 
THEOREM 8.1. The algorithms CONTROL. 1A and CONTROL.2A allow 
one to drop the constraint that D-d> 3rlog Ml and obtain the same 
O(r(!og2 M)/(D - d)l) amortized and worst-case page-shift complexity that 
characterized CONTROL.1 and CONTROL.2. 
We stress that the hard part of the proof of Theorem 8.1 appeared in the 
previous sections, where the presentation was simplified by assuming that 
(D-d)> 3rlog Ml. The discussion in the present section has been 
abbreviated because a quite trivial reduction analysis shows that the more 
general problem with no restriction on the allowed values for (D-d) 
immediately reduces to the restricted problem studied in Sections 3 thru 7. 
9. EXTENSIONS 
For the sake of simplicity, we have measured the complexities of the 
various CONTROL algorithms in cost models that only count the number 
of page shift operations. Our cost model does not take into consideration 
the cost of checking and updating the calibration tree’s N, counters and 
WARNING(V) flags, but it can be readily extended to establish an 
O[(log* M)/(D - d)] worst-case cost for these operations. A discussion of 
this topic would have greatly complicated our presentation, and it was 
omitted because the calibration tree will normally lie in main memory, 
implying that the preceding quantity has little practical importance 
compared to the expensive page shift operations analyzed in the last five 
chapters. Even when the whole calibration tree does not lie in main 
memory, the paging cost for accessing clusters of nodes can be proven to 
be small compared to the cost of the more expensive page shift operation 
mentioned in Sections 3-8. 
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The coeflicient 90 attributed to the algorithm CONTROL.2 would of 
course be very expensive if it were accurate. A more elaborate analysis can 
lower this constant by more than one order of magnitude. Our paper has 
chosen to repeatedly over-estimate the constant whenever such an 
approach shortened the proof. In several cases, we introduced modules into 
the algorithm CONTROL.2 that increased its coefficient deliberately but 
simplified the presentation. 
The most notable such increase occurred in the way roll-backs are 
handled. Define the domain of the node u to be the open interval 
(DEST(u), SOURCE(u)) when DIR(u)= 1, and to be (SOURCE(u), 
DEST(u)) when DIR(u) = 0. CONTROL.23 current definition has a node 
w  roll back a node u whenever RANGE(f,) 1 RANGE&) and DEST(u) 
lies in the interval RANGE(&) at the time CONTROL.2 calls the sub- 
routine ACTIVATE(w). A better scheme would be to perform no operation 
until the domains of ZI and w  overlap, and then execute the following 
action: 
(i) If DIR(r) = DIR(w) then o and w’s domains should be merged 
into one domain that is the union of their two parts, and the subroutines 
SHIFT(u) and SHIFT(u) should be merged into one program that remains 
a merged program until one of the two nodes moves into a non-warning 
state. 
(ii) If DIR(V) # DIR(w) then assume for the sake of simplifying the 
notation that DIR(u) = 1, DIR(w) = 0, and the open interval (a, b) is the 
initial union of the domains of their two shift routines. Then the nodes u 
and w  should be given two new domains which are non-overlapping 
subsets of (a, b) such that u’s doain lies to the right of w’s domain. 
An earlier draft of our paper (Willard, 1982) used a version of CON- 
TROL.2 that differed from the present draft by replacing the roll-back sub- 
routine with the rules above. The latter rules led to a very complicated 
analysis, and it seemed desirable to shorten the proof, even if thereby the 
coefficient of the O[(log* M)/(D - d)] time was increased. 
All the analysis in our paper has used a worst-case cost model. 
Reasoning similar to (Hofri and Konheim, 1987) shows that the four 
CONTROL algorithms have an U(1) expected time under some random 
models of probability input. A brief sketch (without formal proofs) of the 
CONTROL worst-case formalisms appeared in (Willard, 1986) and Dietz 
and Sleator (1987) found an interesting application of it for maintaining 
order values in a list. 
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APPENDIX A 
This Appendix proves the five statements made about the accounting 
function U(U) in Lemma 7.1. Our discussion begins with proofs of Parts A 
and C of the lemma, and it will then verify Parts B, D, and E by 
establishing several intermediate results. Parts A and C of Lemma 7.1 
have short, trivial proofs, and we offer them below only for the sake of 
completeness. 
Proof of Part A of Lemma 7.1. Each of the terms IMBALANCE(w), 
6(w), and DIFF(w) in Eq. (7.3) is always 20. Furthermore its term 
NOTEWORTHY(u) is always B 1 when u is in a warning state (because the 
page address DEST(u) should then certainly be counted as “noteworthy”), 
Adding these terms together, it is apparent that n(u) > 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Part C of Lemma 7.1. Since p(w) is defined as the ratio 
N,/M,, the insertion of a record R can increase p(w) by an amount of 
only l/M,. Since every pair of calibration tree nodes w  and its father f, 
satisfy Fact 3.1’s inequality Mf, < 3M,, Eq. (7.1) implies that the resulting 
increase in IMBALANCE(w) is bounded by 36rlog Ml,@ - d). 
The increase mentioned in the preceding paragraph will of course occur 
only if R is inserted into RANGE(w). Since no more than [log Ml 
calibration tree nodes can meet this condition, the sum of their 
increases in IMBALANCE(w) will be bounded by 36rlog Ml’,@ -d). 
The contributions of DIFF(w) and 6(w) to Eq. (7.3)‘s term n(u) can 
never increase during step 1 of CONTROL.Z6 and NOTEWORTHY(u) 
can never increase by more than one; therefore Eq. (7.3) implies that 
1 + 36rlog Ml’/(O - d) is the maximum increase of n(u) during this step. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark A. 1. The previous proof conservatively assumed that 
Mfw 6 3N,, but f, actually satisfies the tighter constraint Mfw < 2M, + 1. 
A slightly longer proof can use the latter fact to reduce Lemma 7.lC’s 
coefficient from 36 to essentially 24. 
Our next goal is to prove part B of Lemma 7.1. We begin by proving one 
preliminary assertion. 
6 It is obvious that DIFF(w)‘s contribution to 17(u) (in Eq. 7.3) does not increase during 
step 1, and this footnote will explain why the same is true for b(w). Let t denote the 
measurable moment immediately before the execution of step 1, and t* the measurable 
moment following it. Equation (7.3) implies that S(w)% contribution to n(u) can increase 
during step 1 only if 6(w, f) =O, 6(w, r*) = 1, and w is in a warning state during this 
period. These conditions can never occur because the definition of 6 and Fact 5.1A imply 
6(w, t) = 0 is incompatible with w being in a warning state at this time. Hence, 6(w)% 
contribution to n(u) can never increase during step 1. 
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FACT A.2. Let f denote a node in the subtree descending from f,, and let 
v and w  denote the two sons ofJ: If the sequentialfile satisfies the condition 
BALANCE(d, D) then the combined contribution of v and w  to IT(u) (at any 
flag-stable moment) is no greater than 8Mf 
Proof. Since Fact A.2 presumes the file is BALANCE(d, D), the com- 
bination of Lemma 6.2 and Fact 5.1 imply that either both p(v) < g(v, 0) 
and v is in a non-warning state, or that w  satisfies these two conditions. 
With no loss of generality, we may therefore assume they hold for v. Then 
v’s contribution to 17(u) equals zero, and the remainder of our proof may 
focus on calculating w’s contribution to n(u). 
Since DEST(w) ‘always belongs to RANGE(f) under the procedure 
CONTROL.2 and since 6(w) 6 1, the quantity DIFF(w) + 6(w) is always 
bounded by 2Mf. On the other hand, IMBALANCE(w) must be bounded 
by 8Mf, by the fact that p(w) < g(w, 1) in a BALANCE(d, D) file. Hence, 
w’s greatest conceivable contribution to n(u) is 8Mf Q.E.D. 
We will now apply Fact A.2 to prove Part B of Lemma 7.1: 
Proof of Part B of Lemma 7.1. Since Fact A.2 established that each 
node f in the subtree descending from f, can have its two sons contribute 
at most 8Mf to 17(u)‘s aggregate value, the sum of all these contributions 
in the subtree rooted in f, is bounded by Srlog Ml M,. Since the addi- 
tional contribution of NOTEWORTHY is no greater than MfU, the 
quantity 9rlog Ml Mf, is certainly an upper bound on n(u)% permissible 
value. Q.E.D. 
Our remaining goal is to prove parts D and E of Lemma 7.1. Three 
preliminary facts are needed to prove these assertions: 
FACT A.3. Let x and y denote a pair of calibration tree nodes in warning 
states satisfying RANGE(f;) 1 RANGE(f,). Then DEST( y) E RANGE(J;E) 
implies that 
(a) DEST( y) = Ai whenever DIR(y) = = 1. 
(b) DEW Y) = Aft whenever DIR(y) = 0. 
The proof below of Fact A.3 is especially formal because several parts of 
Appendices A and B will use this lemma. 
Proof. Let t,, t,, t,, . . . denote the sequence of measurable moments that 
CONTROL.2 experiences as it performs insertions and deletions on a file 
that is empty at the initial moment to. The first moment t, must satisfy 
Fact A.3 by a trivial argument, since all nodes must be in a non-warning 
state at this initial instant when the file is empty. The remainder of our 
proof will show all other moments tj satisfy Fact A.3 by induction on the 
value of .j. 
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Let B(tj) denote a boolean variable that 
(a) equals FALSE when simultaneously x and y are in warning 
states and 
Ai + 1 <DEST(y)<Aft; (A.1) 
(b) equals TRUE when any one of the three conditions mentioned in 
item (a) fails. 
The two cases where DIR(y) = 1 and 0 are mirror images of each other, 
and it is therefore necessary for us to prove Fact A.3 in only one of these 
cases. In the rest of this proof, we therefore assume that DIR(y) = 1. In this 
context, the statement B(tj) = TRUE is equivalent to the assertion that 
the moment tj agrees with the claim of Fact A.3, and the statement 
B( tj) = FALSE is equivalent to the assertion that the moment ti substan- 
tiates the converse of Fact A.3. The purpose of our indudtion proof will 
thus be to establish that all B( tj) = TRUE. The variable B(tj) may first 
strike some readers as pedantic, but it actually seems to make our proof 
somewhat more concise. 
Recall that the measurable moment tj is defined to be of type i if step i 
is the part of CONTROL.2 that is executed between the times tjml and tj. 
If the operation between the times tj- 1 and tj is one of the steps 1,2,4a, 
or 4c then a trivial inspection shows that the equality B(tj-l)= TRUE 
implies B(tj) = TRUE because it is simply impossibk for simultaneously 
B(tj- i) = TRUE and B( tj) = FALSE. Since the inductive hypothesis affirms 
the former equality, we are forced to conclude that B(tj) = TRUE for 
moments of types 1,2,4a, and 4c. The remainder of our proof will establish 
the same conclusion for moments of types 3 and 4b. 
The proof that B(tj) = TRUE for moments of type 4b rests on consider- 
ing the two cases where x is in a non-warning and warning state at the time 
tj. The assumption that x is in a non-warning state in the first case and the 
definition of B(tj) immediately imply that this case has B(tj) = TRUE. The 
second case must have B(tj) = B(tj- 1) because step 4b produces no change 
in X’S warning flag, y’s warning flag, or DEST( v)‘s value in this case (the 
flags over x and y do not change in the second case because step 4b never 
affects them; DEST( y)‘s value does not change because the combination of 
Lemma 6.6 and the fact that x is in a warning state implies that SHIFT(y) 
is not even called). The equality B(tj) = B(tj- i) from the last sentence and 
the inductive hypothesis (i.e., B(tjl 1) = TRUE) then imply B(tj) = TRUE 
for the second case of type-4b moments. Hence, the two case3 analyzed in 
this paragraph show that all type-4b moment satisfy B(tj) = TRUE. 
Our last goal is to prove that B(tj) = TRUE when tj is a type-3 moment. 
The time instant tj- 1 must clearly satisfy one of the following three condi- 
tions. 
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(i) y is in a non-warning state at the time tj- i ; 
(ii) y is in a warning state at the time tjp r, but x is in a non- 
warning state at this time; or 
(iii) both x and y are in warning states at the time tj- i. 
We will now prove that every type-3 moment satisfies B(tj) = TRUE by 
showing that the contrary assumption leads to a contradiction in each of 
the three cases above. 
Verification that case (i) and the assumption B(tj) = FALSE lead to a 
contradiction. Case (i) and the assumption that B(tj) = FALSE imply that 
y passes from a non-warning state to a warning state between the times 
tip1 and tj, which in turn implies that step 3 of CONTROL.2 calls 
ACTIVATE(v) between these two times. For nodes with DIR( JJ) = 1, the 
latter procedure causes DEST(y, tj) = Ai. Since the set inclusion 
RANGE&) 1 RANGE(J;) yields Af, <A&, the last two observations 
imply DEST( y, tj) < Ar;. The latter inequahty completes our contradiction 
proof because it is incompatible with Eq. (Al). 
Verzjkation that case (ii) and the assumption B( tj) = FALSE lead to a 
contradiction. Let S denote the set of descendants of fY that step 3 of CON- 
TROL.2 raises into warning states between the times tj- i and tj. The com- 
bination of case (ii) and the assumption B( tj) = FALSE implies that x E S. 
Let w  denote the node of least depth in S. A simple application of Fact 6.1 
to the last two sentences implies RANGE&)? RANGE(J;). Since 
DIR(y) = 1 and y is in a warning state at the time tipI, ACTIVATE(w)‘s 
roll-back module will forbid Ai + 1 < DEST( y, tj) < AL. Since 
RANGE&) 2 RANGE(J;), the last sentence also forbids Ai + 1~ 
DEST( ~9 tj) < AZ 3 and it so contradicts the assumption that B(tj) = 
FALSE. Q.E.D. 
Verzjkation that case (iii) and the assumption B(tj) = FALSE lead to a 
contradiction. Consider the two subcases where DEST(y, tj-l) does and 
does not belong to RANGE(fx). The inductive hypothesis and the first 
subcase imply that DEST(y, tj- 1) = Ai, which in turn implies 
DEST( y, tj) B Ai by the fact that step 3 never increases the value of 
DEST( JJ) for nodes satisfying DIR(v) = 1. The second subcase combined 
with the assumption B( tj) = FALSE imply DEST( JJ) moved into the region 
RANGE(J;) between the times tipI and tj, which in turn implies 
DEST( y, tj) = Ai by Lemma 6.11. Both subcases thus contradict Eq. (A.l) 
by implying DEST( y, tj) d Afx. Q.E.D. 
Several intermediate lemmas in Appendices A and B will use proofs by 
contradiction, similar to that which appeared in the last half of the proof 
of Fact A.3. At first, we hestitated to employ such proofs because 
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they initially appear counter-intuitive. However, contradiction reasoning, 
when applied sparingly, seems to genuinely simplify the verification of 
complicated algorithms, such as CONTROL.2, essentially because 
CONTROL.2 seems to require a lengthy case analysis when approached in 
the wrong direction. Approximately one third of the intermediate assertions 
in Appendices A and B rely upon contradiction proofs to shorten the case 
analysis in their proofs. 
FACT A.4. Suppose Step 3 of CONTROL.2 calls the subroutine 
ACTIVATE(w) during a period of time when the seqtiential file sat&$& 
BALANCE(d, D). Then ACTIVATE(w)‘s rollback module will change the 
address of at most one destination pointer. 
ProoJ Suppose for the sake of contradiction that ACTIVATE(w)‘s 
rollback module changes the address of both DEST(x) and DEST(y). 
Then the nodes x and y will certainly be in simultaneous warning states at 
the end of step 3 of CONTROL.2. Since these nodes satisfy RANGE(f;) n 
RANGE( f,) r> RANGE( f,) # 4, Corollary 6.5 will then imply that either 
RANGE( f,) c RANGE( f,) or RANGE( f,) c RANGE( f,) holds. The 
remainder of our proof by contradiction may therefore assume that 
RANGE(fJ c RANGE(J;), since the mirror image of the next paragraph’s 
proof would follow in the alternate case where RANGE(f,) c RANGE(f,). 
Also with no loss in generality, we may assume that DIR(y) = 1. The gist 
of the remainder of our contradiction proof is that the conditions are 
incompatible with Fact A.3. 
Let t denote the measurable moment immediately preceding the execu- 
tion of ACTIVATE(w). The definition of this procedure and the facts that 
DIR(y) = 1 and both x and y experience roll-backs during the execution of 
ACTIVATE(w) certainly imply the following two inequalities: 
A, + 1 <DEST(y, t)<A; CA.21 
RANGE( f,) I> RANGE( f,). (A.3) 
Equations (A.2) and (A.3) imply 
DEST( y, t) E RANGE(fJ, (A.4) 
and 
is a second consequence of Eq. (A.3). Since x and y are postulated to be 
in warning states at the time t, Fact A.3 and Eq. (A.4) force the conclusion 
that DEST( y, t) = Afx ; and the latter combined with Eq. (A-5) implies 
DEST( y, t) < AZ. (A.61 
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Equation (A.6) completes our contradiction proof because it is incom- 
patible with Eq. (A.2). Q.E.D. 
FACT A.5. If u is a descendant off,, if an execution of SHIFT(u) is 
trouble-free, and if the sequential file satisfies BALANCE(d, D) just before 
CONTROL.2 executes SHIFT(a), then this subroutine will cause n(u) to 
decrease by at least 1. 
ProoJ Our proof may assume that DIR(n) = 1, since the mirror image 
of the arguments below apply when DIR(V) = 0. The equality DIR(u) = 1 
implies that the execution of SHIFT(V) either 
(i) causes DEST(U) to increase, or 
(ii) leaves the value of this destination pointer unchanged. 
We will prove Fct A.5 by showing that it holds in both cases (i) and (ii). 
Verification of pact A.5 for Case (i). An inspection of the procedure 
SHIFT(u) reveals that DIFF(u) decreases by at least 2 in case (i), 
NOTEWORTHY(u) increases by at most J7 and the other terms in 
Eq. (7.3) cannot increase at all. Hence, Fact A.5 is valid for case (i) because 
Z7(u)‘s net decrease will equal at least one. Q.E.D. 
Verification of Fact A.5 for Case (ii). The procedure SHIFT(u) was 
carefully defined so that if DIR(u) = 1 and an execution of SHIFT(u) is 
trouble-free and if it also produces no change in the value of DEST(u), 
then SHIFT(u) will necessarily remove all the records from a page 
SOURCE(u) that previously contained at least one record. The combina- 
tion of the if-clause of Fact A.5, the first sentence of our proof, and case 
(ii)‘s assumption indicates all these requirements are met; therefore, the rest 
of our proof may assume that SHIFT(u) removes all the records from an 
address SOURCE(n) that previously contained at least one record. 
The procedure CONTROL.2 was designed so that DIR(n) = 1 implies 
that SHIFT(u) will perform a record movement only when Af: > 
SOURCE(V) > DEST(u) > Afu . The latter implies that SOURCE(u) must 
satisfy either. 
SOURCE(u) = A; 64.7) 
‘The number of pages in NOTEWORTHY(u) can conceivably increase by 1 during case 
(i) because the assignment of a new address to DEST(u) will cause the corresponding page 
to be counted as a “noteworthy” page if it was not previously counted as one (see Chapter 6’s 
definition of NOTEWORTHY(u)). Actually, NOTEWORTHY(u) will often not increase at 
all in case (i) because other aspects of subroutine SHIFT(u) can decrease this quantity. 
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or 
A;+ 1 < SOURCE(V) d A; - 1. (A.8) 
If SOURCE(U) satisfies Eq. (A.7) then SHIFT(Y)% act of vacating all the 
records from a previously nonempty page SOURCE(U) will necessarily’ 
decrease 6(v) by 1; this fact implies that n(u) decreases by at least 1 (since 
no other aspect of the summand in Eq. (7.3) increases when DEST(V) 
remains unchanged). Since9 no warning state node x# v can satisfy 
A; + 1~ DEST(x) < Aft - 1 during the period when CONTROL.2 
executes SHIFT(o), the claimed decrease in n(u) also occurs in the alter- 
nate case where SOURCE(U) satisfies Eq. (A.8) (because then the act 
of vacating the records from the page SOURCE(V) decrements 
NOTEWORTHY(u) without increasing n(u)% other terms). 
We are now ready to apply the previous observations to prove parts D 
and E of Lemma 7.1. We begin with Part E because its proof is a more 
direct consequence of the previous discussion. 
Proof of Part E of Lemma 7.1. If Z is a command to insert or delete a 
record in RANGE(f,) and if u in a warning state at ithe time step 4b is 
executed, then Corollary 6.8 implies that CONTROL.2 will excute 
SHIFT(u) only on a node v satisfying RANGE&) c RANGE(f,) (which 
in turn implies that v is a descendant of f,). The if-clause of Lemma 7.1E 
indicates this execution is trouble-free, and it also indicates that the file is 
BALANCE(d, D) before CONTROL.2 executes SHIFT(u). The last two 
sentences specify the precise conditions which Fact A.5 requires for 
SHIFT(u) to decrement n(u). Q.E.D. 
Our last goal is to apply Facts A.3 through A.5 to prove Lemma 7.1D. 
* The combination of the assumptions that DIR(u) = 1 and that the execution of SHIFT(r) 
is trouble-free implies that DEST(u) <‘AA;. Since DIR(u) = 1 indicates u is fV’s right son, 
it implies that A: =,4/t, which combined with Eq. (A.7) in turn implies that 
SOURCE(u) = A:. The procedure definition of SHIFT(u) implies its execution will satisfy the 
three conditions simultaneously DEST(u) <A;, SOURCE(u) = A:, and DIR(u) = I only 
when A: is the only page in RANGE(a) containing a non-empty set of records. Hence, 
SHIFT(u)% act of vacating all the records from the page A: will reduce SET(o) to the empty 
set, and so cause 6(u) to decrease from 1 to 0. 
9 Lemma 6.1 implies that every node x satisfies one of the following three conditions: 
(9 RANGEU,) c RANGE(f,), 
(ii) RANGE(fJ 3 RANGE(f,) 
(iii) RANGECf,) n RANGE(f,) = 0. 
A case-by-case analysis indicates that every node x#u cannot possibly satisfy Ar, + 1 < 
DEST(x) d A,$ - 1 because DEST(x) is undefined in case (i), by virtue of the fact that 
Corollary 6.7 implies that x is then actually in a non-warning state, Fact A.3 shows that the 
inequality cannot hold in case (ii), and it also can hold in the case (iii) because DEST(x), 
when defined, then lies in RANGE(&). 
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Proof of Part D of Lemma 7.1. This part of Lemma 7.1 specifies condi- 
tions guaranteeing that n(u) does not increase during any of the six steps 
of CONTROL.2. Since Lemma 7.1D makes claims about six different 
aspects of CONTROL.5 our proof will consist of six parts. Most aspects 
of the proof below will be very short, since only Lemma 7.1D’s claims 
about steps 3 and 4b are nontrivial. 
Verification that Step 1 of CONTROL.2 Satisfies Lemma 7.1D. The 
quantity n(u) can clearly only decrease when step 1 executes a deletion, 
and it clearly does not change at all during step 1 whenever this step inserts 
or deletes a record in an address outside RANGE(f;). As these two cases 
are the only possibilities not included by Part C of Lemma 7.1, any execu- 
tion of step 1 not satisfying Part C will certainly not increase n(u). Q.E.D. 
Verzjkation that Step 2 of CONTROL satisfies Lemma 7.1D. Since u 
moves into a non-warning state only when p(w) < g(w, i), it is obvious this 
step cannot increase 17(u). 
Verification that Step 3 of CONTROL.2 satisfies Lemma 7.1D. The 
execution of ACTIVATE(w) will cause the following changes in the value 
of the accounting function 17(u): 
(i) a decrease in n(u) by an amount of IMBALANCE(w)- 
DIFF(w) - 6(w) due to the change in the two summands on right side of 
Eq. (7.3) (because w  moves from a non-warning state to a warning state). 
(ii) If the execution of ACTIVATE(w)% rollback module caused 
some DEST(y) pointer to move from an initial address A0 to a final 
address A i then the net change in DIFF( y)‘s contribution to 17(u) will be 
an increase equal to 2.JA,--Aol. 
(iii) if j DEST pointers have their addresses modified during the 
execution of ACTIVATE(w) then NOTEWORTHY(u) can increase by as 
much as j (because each page pointed to by a DEST(x) field is counted as 
noteworthy in the calculation of NOTEWORTHY(u)). 
Since DEST(w) always belong to RANGE(f,,,) under CONTROL.2, 
DIFF(w) + 6(w) is always bounded by 2Mfw - 1; as IMBALANCE(w) is 
always at least as large as 4Mfw when CONTROL.2 calls ACTIVATE(w),” 
the net decrease in item (i) will therefore be at least 2Mfw + 1. It is easy to 
see that each roll-back of a node y accounted for in item (ii) produces 
a net increase no greater than 2Mfw - 2.” As Fact A.4 indicates 
lo Since Step 2 will call ACTIVATE(w) only when p(w) > g(w, f), IMBALANCE(w) must 
be bounded below by 4Mr, when CONTROL.2 calls ACTIVATE(w). 
‘I Since DEST(y)‘s initial and final values during ACTIVATE(w)‘s rollback module both 
belong to RANGE(&), the module can change DEST(y) by an amount no greater than 
MfW - 1, implying that DIFF( y) increases by an amount no greater than 2M,W - 2. 
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ACTIVATE( ) w  can roll back no more than one node, the preceding quan- 
tity must also account for the greatest possible increase due to item (ii). 
Finally j < 2 in item (iii) because the only nodes that can have their DEST 
pointers change during ACTIVATE(w) are the two nodes w  and y men- 
tioned in items (i) and (ii); hence, item (iii). accounts for an increase no 
greater than 2. Adding together the net changes accounted for in items (i) 
through (iii), we conclude that n(u) can only decrease. Q.E.D. 
Verification that Step 4a of CONTROL.2 Satisfies Lemma 7.1D. 
Trivial, since no aspect of this step changes any of the terms in the accounting 
function n(u). 
Verification That Step 4b af CONTROL.2 Satisfiex Lemma 7SD. Since 
u is in a warning state at the time this step is executed, Lemma 6.6 impfies 
that this step can not execute SHIFT(u) for a node u satisfying 
RANGE(J;) =I RANGE&). H ence u in Step 4b has either RANGE(f,) 
disjoint from RANGE(J;) or RANGE(f,) c RANGE(J;) (by Lemma 6.1). 
In the former case, the subroutine SHIFT(V) will change obviously none of 
the terms in 17(u)% accounting function; Fact A.5 implies n(u) will 
decrease in the latter case. Hence, its net change is always non-positive. 
Q.E.D. 
Verification That Step 4c of CONTROL.2 Also Satisfies Lemma 7.iD. 
Since this step is the same as step 2, the same reasoning applies as before. 
Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX B 
This section provides the proof of Lemma 7.4. We begin by reviewing the 
notation from Lemma 7.4. The lemma has Z,, Z,, I, . . . . Z, denote a 
sequence of consecutive commands given to CONTROL.2 such that the 
command sequence begins just after the measurable moment t*, and t 
denotes a measurable moment occurring either during or at the end of the 
command Z,. Lemma 7.4 indicates that u is a node such that 
(i) DIR(u) = 1, 
(ii) u enters into a warning node during step 3 of the command Z,, 
and 
(iii) u remains in warning state at all times thereafter until and 
including the instant t. 
Throughout this section, t** denotes the type-3 moment that occurs during 
the command Z,. Capital letter T symbols, such as T, Ti, and T*, denote 
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measurable time instances satisfying t** < T< t, and xi will denote a 
calibration tree node satisfying RANGE(x,) E RANGE(J;). 
Our proof of Lemma 7.4 will rest on introducing and analyzing an inter- 
mediate concept, called a segmentation cover for the time T relative to the 
triple (t**, t, u). We will usually not mention the triple (t* *, t, u) explicitly 
when alluding to segmentation covers because its three attributes are 
always the fixed terms defined in the previous paragraph. d(T) will denote 
a segmentation cover for T relative to the (usully implicit) triple (t**, t, u), 
and this segmentation cover is defined as a (possibly empty) sequence of 
ordered pairs (x,, T,), (x,, T2), . . . . (x,, T,) satisfying the following five 
constraints: 
(1) The intervals RANGE(x,), RANGE(x,), . . . . RANGE(x,) are 
pairwise disjoint. 
(2) The union of these ranges contains precisely the set of pages in 
the closed interval [Af, , DEST(u, T) - 11. (That is, each integer in the 
latter closed interval corresponds to a page lying in one of RANGE(x,), 
RANGE(x,), . . . . RANGE(x,), and vice versa.) 
(3) Each Ti in the ordered pair (xi, Ti) is the earliest possible 
measurable moment such that DEST(u, T*) > AZ, for all T* satisfying 
Ti< T* < T. 
(4) The time-sets SET(xl, T,), SET(x,, T2), . . . . SET(x,, T,) are 
pairwise disjoint. 
(5) Each time-set SET(x,, TJ must have a cardinality at least as 
large as g(u, 0) .MXj. (Reminder: Throughout this paper MXr denotes 
the number of pages in RANGE(x,); therefore the previous sentence is 
equivalent to the statement p(xi, TJ > g(u, O).) 
The discussion in this Appendix will be divided into two parts. The 
second half of the Appendix proves the following two assertions: 
FACT B.l. Let (t**, t, u) denote the ordered triple defined in the first 
paragraph. Then every moment T satisfying t** < T< t has a segmentation 
cover for T. 
FACT B.2. Let A(T) denote a segmentation cover for the time T (relative 
to the triple (t**, t, u)), and let (xi, Ti) denote a member of this segmen- 
tation cover. Then no record belonging to SET(x,, Ti) can lie either 
at the address DEST(u, T) or to its right at the time T. (An immediate 
consequence of this fact is that the time-sets of SET(xj, Ti) and 
SET(DEST(u, T), A,+, T) are disjoint.) 
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The proofs of Facts B.l and B.2 are postponed until the second half of 
this Appendix because it is preferable to explain first how they imply the 
validity of Lemma 7.4. 
Proof of Lemma 7.4. Our first claim is that the stated assumptions in 
Lemma 7.4’s hypothesis imply that no record can be moved from an initial 
position outside RANGE&) to a final addresses inside this range by the 
SHIFT subroutine between the times t* and t. The lemma hypothesis 
indicates that u enters into a warning state during the first command in the 
sequence 2, Z, + 1 . . . Z,, and u remains in such a state until at least the 
time t. This fact implies that no node y whose father is an ancestor of f, 
can be the object of step 4b’s SHIFT operation (by Lemma 6.6). But such 
nodes y are the only nodes whose SHIFT operations are capable of 
moving records from initial positions outside RANGE(JU) to final 
positions inside this range. Hence, the claimed prohibition on record 
movements must hold. 
Let $ denote the set of records that descend from f, at some time 
between t* and t. The last paragraph implied that every record in S either 
was a descendant off, at the time t* or was among the records that step 
1 of CONTROL.2 inserted into RANGE(f,) between the times t* and t. 
Since Nfu(t*) denotes the number of records that descend from f, at the 
time t* and since the hypothesis of Lemma 7.4 defines E as the number of 
records which step 1 of CONTROL.2 inserts between the times t* and t, 
the previous sentence implies that S’s cardinality is bounded by Nf( t*) + Z. 
Throughout this proof, we put vertical bars around a set symbol to 
designate its cardinality. The conclusion of the last paragraph was thus that 
ISI avJt*) + 1 (B-1) 
Fact B.l indicates that there must exist some segmentation cover for the 
time instance t, which we henceforth denote as d(t). Since d(t) is a well 
defined quantity, so is the set S defined below: 
S= U SET(xi, Ti). (B.2) 
(Xi. TJ 6 d(t) 
Parts (2) and (5) of the definition of segmentation cover then imply 
1 ISETh Tj )I a g(u, O)CDEST(u, t) - Ar, 1. (B-3) 
(Xi, 2) Ed(f) 
The combination of Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) and part (4) of the definition of 
segmentation cover then imply 
[,!?I > g(u, 0). [DEST(u, t) - Al;]. (B-4) 
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The combination of Eq. (B.2) and Fact B.2 imply that s is disjoint from 
SET(DEST(u, t), Aft, t). As both s and the latter time-set are subsets 
of S, the cardinality of SET(DEST(u, t), A:, t) must be bounded by 
ISI - 1 ,%‘I. The latter quantity is bounded by Nf,(t*) + I - g(u, 0) . 
[DEST(u, t) -AZ], by Eqs. (B.l) and (B.4). Q.E.D. 
The remainder of this Appendix will verify the two facts, B.l and B.2, 
that were used in the preceding proof, and it will also introduce three 
further lemmas that will help prove these facts. One word about notation 
is necessary before we can begin this discussion. 
Suppose a record R is inserted into our sequential file by a command 2,) 
deleted from the file by a later command Z,, and information identical to 
this old record is later reinserted into the tile by a command Z,. Let R* 
denote this reinserted record. Then a question concerning notation is 
whether or not R and R* should be considered to be the same record. 
The proof of Lemma 7.4 in this section is simpler if R and R* are con- 
sidered to be separate records, and we will therefore make this assumption. 
Lemma 7.4 would be valid whether or not R and R* are considered to be 
separate records, and the only purpose of our interpretation is to make for 
simpler notation in our proof. 
FACT B.3. Let u and w denote two calibration tree nodes satisfying 
RANGE(f,) 2 RANGE(w), T denote a measurable moment that 
immediately precedes an execution of step 4b, and T # denote the measurable 
moment that immediately follows this execution. Assume (as we do 
throughout this chapter) that DIR(u) = 1, u is in a warning state at the time 
T, and the sequential file satisfies BALANCE(d, D) at this time. If 
Ai + 1< DEST(u, T) <A; VW 
then every record lying to the left of the address A; at the time T will also 
lie to its left at the time T #. 
Proof Assume for the sake of contradiction that step 4b makes a sub- 
routine call SHIFT(v) that moves a record R from an initial position of left 
A; to a linal destination that is either at the address A; or to its right. 
This record movement implies the following observations: 
(i) z, must be in a warning state at the time T (since CONTROL.2 
called SHIFT(v) at this time); 
(ii) v must not equal u (since Fact B.3 resuires DIR(u) = 1 and the 
assumed movement of the record R indicates that DIR(v) = 0). 
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(iii) the nodes w, u, and u must satisfy RANGE(f,) E RANGE(&) c 
RANGE( 
(iv) the preceding observation and Eq. (B.5) imply DEST(u, T) E 
RANGE&). 
The preceding four observations together with the assumption that u is in 
a warning state at the time T imply that the triple (u, V, T) satisfies all the 
conditions of the if-clause of Fact A.3a (appearing in Appendix A); the 
then-clause of Fact A.3a then implies 
DEST( U, T) = Ai. w4 
Equation (B.6) and observation (ii) then imply DEST(u, T) <Ai. 
The latter inequality completes our contradiction proof because it is 
incompatible with Eq. (B.5). Q.E.D. 
FACT B.4. Let u again denote a calibration tree node satisfying 
DIR(u) = 1, T- < T, denote two measurable instances such that u is cun- 
tinually in a warning state between the times T- and T, , and again assume 
the file is BALANCE(d, D) at all times between T- and T, . Let R denote 
a record that is continually stored in the sequential file between the times T- 
and T, , and A _ denote R’s address at the time T- . If A _ < DEST(u, T) 
for all T satisfying T_ < T< T, then the record R’s address at each such 
time T must lie to the left of DEST(u, T). 
Proof We will verify Fact A.4 by contradiction. If the fact is false then 
there must be some first measurable moment TO occurring between the 
times T- and T,, contradicting Fact A& then-clause. We will show that 
this assumption leads to an impossible conclusion. 
Let A, denote the address of the record R at the time TO, and w  the 
highest node such that RANGE(w) includes the page A, but not the page 
A-. Then A- must belong to RANGE(f,). The last two sentences imply 
A,&A- U3.7) 
DEST(u, TO) < A,,. fB.9) 
“The assumed movement of the record R implies that SOURCE(r) <A; < DEST(o) at 
the time of this movement. A trivial argument (based on Lemma 6.1) shows this inequality 
implies RANGE(f,) E RANGE&), which confirms first half of assertion (iii)% claim and also 
implies the intersection of RANGE(f,) with RANGE&) contains RANGE(w), and hence is 
not empty. The latter combined with observations (i) and (ii) and the fact that u is in a 
warning state forces the conclusion that either RANGE(&) c RANGECf,) or RANGE(f,) 2 
RANGE(f,) must hold, by Corollary 6.5. This observation in turn forces RANGE (f,) c 
RANGE(f,) because Lemma 6.6 precludes the other set inclusion by the fact that u experiences 
a SHIFT while ZI is in a warning state. 
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Equation (B.8) indicates that the record R migrates between the times T- 
and TO from an initial address less than A; to a final address that either 
equals or exceeds A; ; therefore, some execution of step 4b must transport 
the record R across this boundary, and we let T, and T,’ denote the 
measurable moments that occur just before and after this execution of 
step 4b. We will now complete our proof by separately considering the two 
cases where DEST(u, T,) does and does no,t belong to RANGE(f,), and 
show that both cases lead to the desired contradiction. 
Verification That a Contradiction Arises When DEST(u, T,) E 
RANGE&): The assumption in this case combined with Fact B.4’s 
if-clause and Eq. (B.7) implies 
Ai + 1 < DEST(u, T,) <AL. (B.lO) 
This range of allowed values is precisely identical to Eq. (B.5) in Fact B3’s 
if-clause; therefore, the latter proposition forces us to conclude that the 
record R lies to the left of the address A; at the time T,+. The previous 
paragraph required that the record R satisfy the precisely opposite condi- 
tion at the time Tz, and we therefore have obtained the desired contradic- 
tion. Q.E.D. 
Verification That a Contradiction Also Arises When DEST(u, T,) $ 
RANGE(f,,,). The combination of Eq. (B.9) and fact B.4’s if-clause implies 
that 
A _ < DEST( U, TO) < A,. (B.ll) 
Substituting Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8) into (B.ll) we obtain AZ 6 
DEST(u, TO) <A,+, which in turn implies that 
DEST(u, TO) E RANGE(&). (B.12) 
The latter equation combined with assumption that DEST(u, T,) 4 
RANGE&) implies that DEST(u) enters RANGE&,) between the times 
T, and TO, and we therefore let Tb denote the measurable moment 
immediately following this entrance. In this context, Lemma 6.11 and the 
fact that DIR(u) = 1 imply DEST(u, Tb) = Ax, which with Eq. (B.7) in 
turn implies that 
DEST(u, TJ 6 A_. (B.13) 
The latter inequality is incompatible with the if-clause of Fact B.4, and it 
thus completes our contradiction proof. Q.E.D. 
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FACT B.5. Once again assume u is a calibration tree node such that 
DIR(u) = 1 and u is in a warning state at the time T. Suppose that 
DEST(u, 7’) > Af, , and let 
(i) T, denote the last measurable moment before T when 
DEST(u, T,) < DEST( U, T), 
(ii) Tzdenote the measurable moment that immediately follows T,. 
Then DEST(u, T) = DEST(u, T,’ ). 
ProoJ The definitions of T, and T,’ certainly imply that 
DEST(u, T,) < DEST(u, 2’) < DEST(u, T; ). (B.14) 
Let w  denote the node of greatest height such that DEST(u, T,‘) but not 
DEST(u, T,) belongs to RANGE(w). Then Lemma 6.11 combined with the 
fact that DIR(u) = 1 implies that 
DEST(u, T,+)=A,. (B.15) 
As usual, let f, denote the father of w. The definition of w  then implies 
that DEST(u, T,) and DEST(u, T,+) both belong to RANGE(f,). Also, 
Eqs. (B.14) and (B.15) imply that DEST(u, T,) <A;. These observations 
combined imply that w  is the right son off,,, and the following chain of 
inequalities hold: 
Ai < DEST(u, T,) < A ; = DEST(u, T; ). (B.16) 
We now prove that DEST(u, T) must equal DEST(U, T,+ ) by showing 
that the contrary assumption leads to a contradiction. The contrary 
assumption combined with Eqs. (B.14) and (B.16) would certainly imply 
that 
Afw + 1~ DEST(u, T) G A, - 1. (B.17) 
Let o denote the left son off,. Then Eq. (B.17) implies’ (B.18) ad (B.19), 
and Eq. (B.16) implies (B.20): 
A, + 1 <DEST(tc, T)GA,f (B.18) 
DEST(u, T) E RANGE(u) (B.19) 
DEST(u, T,+) $ RANGE(u). (B.20) 
Let T* denote the first measurable momnet after T,’ when DEST(u, T*) E 
RANGE(U). Then Lemma 6.11, the fact that DIR(u)= 1, and Eqs. (B.19) 
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and (B.20) imply that such a moment T* must exist and satisfy the 
equations 
DEST(u, T*) = A, 
T,<T,+<T*<T. 
Furthermore, Eqs. (B.18) and (B.21) imply that 
(B.21) 
(B.22) 
DEST(u, T*) < DEST(u, T). (B.23) 
Equations (B.22) and (B.23) show that the measurable instance T, can- 
not possibly be the last instance t before T when DEST(u, t) < DEST(u, T), 
since the instance T* occurs between the times T, and T and also satisfies 
this condition. But the latter statement contradicts Fact B.Ss definition of 
T,, which explicitly defined T, as the last measurable instance before T 
when DEST(u) lies to the left of DEST(u, T). Hence, DEST(u, T) must 
equal DEST(u, T,’ ) because the contrary assumption has led to a con- 
tradiction. Q.E.D. 
We will now use Facts B.3 through B.5 to prove Facts B.l and B.2. 
These proofs will also complete our verification of Lemma 7.4, since its 
proof was previously postulated on the assumption that Facts B.l and B.2 
were valid. The proof of Fact B.2 is a more direct consequence of our 
previous discussion, and we therefore begin with it. 
Proof of Fact B.2. The definition of the segmentation cover d(T) 
implies that (xi, TJ belongs to this listing only if DEST(u, T*) > AZ, for 
all measurable moments T* satisfying Ti 6 T* $ T. Since each record R in 
SET(x,, TJ has its address lying to the left of DEST(u,, TJ at the time Ti, 
Fact B.4 immediately implies that no element of SET(xi, T,) can lie at or 
to the right of the address DEST(u, T) at the time T. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Fact B.l. We will prove this assertion by induction on the 
value of DEST(u, 7) - A~I. 
Basis Case Where DEST(u, T) - AJ~, = 0: Trivial, since the empty set is 
a segmentation cover of T when DEST(u, T) = AZ. Q.E.D. 
Inductive Case Where DEST(u, T) - Ai > 0. Let T, denote the last 
measurable moment before T when DEST(u, T,) < DEST(u, T), and 
let Tz denote the measurable moment that immediately follows T,. The 
opening paragraph of this Appendix indicated that DIR(u) = 1, which 
enables us to infer that DEST(u, T) = DEST(u, Tz), by Fact B.5. As 
CONTROL.2 increased DEST(u) to equal DEST(u, T) = DEST(u, T,‘) 
between the moments T, and TT, some descendant x off, must satisfy the 
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following three equations to justify that CONTROL.2 makes this change in 
DEST(u)‘s value: 
DEST(u, T,) E RANGE(x) (B.24) 
DEST(u, T,’ ) = DEST(u, T) = A,f + 1 (B.25) 
P(X, T,‘) 2 dx, 0) (B.26) 
Let Tb denote the earliest measurable moment before T,“ such that all 
measurable times T* satisfying Tb d T* < Tz have DEST(u, T*) E 
RANGE(x) (equation (B.24) implies Tb is wel-defined). Since DEST(u, Tb) 
< DEST(u, T,+), the inductive hypothesis implies Tb has a segmentation 
cover, which we denote as A(T,). Let A+ denote the set of A(T,) plus the 
new ordered pair (x, T,‘). In order to verify Fact B.l in the present 
inductive case, it suffices to show that A+ is a segmentation cover for T. 
Our proof of this assertion will be divided into live paragraphs, which 
verify that A+ satisfies each of the five parts of the definition of segmenta- 
tion cover. In each of the next five paragraphs, it will be assumed that 
(xi, T,), (x2, T,), . . . . (x,, T,) denote the list of ordered pairs in the segmen- 
tation cover A( Tb). Also note that Lemma 6.11 combined with the defini- 
tion Tb implies that 
DEST(u, TJ = A,. (B.27) 
Proof That the A+ Satisfies Part 1 of the Definition of Segmentation 
Cover. Since A( Tb) can be inductively assumed to be a sementation cover, 
we can apply part 2 of this definition and Eq. (B.27) to conclude that 
RANGE(x,) c [Afl , A; - 11, which in turn implies that each RANGE(xJ 
is disjoint from RANGE(x). Since the inductive hypothesis allows us to 
presume that RANGE(x,), RANGE(x,), . . . . RANGE(x,) are pairwise dis- 
joint, the previous sentence implies that all the ranges in d + are pairwise 
disjoint. Q.E.D. 
Proof That A+ Satisfies Part 2 of the Definition of Segmentation 
Cover. The inductive hypothesis combined with Eq. (B-27) implies that 
the pages in UT= 1 RANGE(x,) correspond to precisely those integers lying 
in the closed interval [Af, , A; - 11. Therefore, the integers lying in the 
interval [A,, A,+ ] correspond to the union of the pages associated with 
the time-sets of A +. Equation (B.25) implies the latter interval is the same 
as the closed interval [Af,, DEST(u, T) - 11. QED. 
Proof That A+ Satisfies Part 3 of the Dejkition of Segmentation 
Covers. Equation (B.25) and the definitions of T, and T,’ immediately 
imply that the ordered pair (x, Tz) satisfies this requirement. Every other 
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ordered pair (xi, TJ in A+ satisfies part 3 because the inductive hypothesis 
implies DEST(u, T*) > AZ for all times T* satisfying Ti < T* < Tb and the 
definition of Tb implies13 that the same inequality holds for the times T* 
satisfying Tb < T * < T. Q.E.D. 
Proof That A+ Satisfies Part 4 of the Definition of Segmentation 
Covers. This is the part of our proof that draws heavily from the 
preliminary assertions established in the earlier portions of Appendix B. 
The proof rests simply on the following two key observations: 
(1) Every record in each SET(x,, Ti) must either be deleted from the 
sequential file by the time Tb or lie to the left of A; at this time. (This 
observation holds because the inductive hypothesis allows us to presume 
that A( Tb) is a segmentation cover, and Fact B.2 then immediately implies 
this assertion. ) 
(2) No element lying to the left of A; at the time Tb may belong to 
SET(x, Tz). (To prove this observation, one need simply set w  equal to the 
highest node satisfying A; = A; ; the definition of Tb then implies every 
measurable moment T* satisfying Tb < T* Q T, certainly has Ai + 1~ 
DEST(u) <Ai, and an immediate application of Fact B-3 then substan- 
tiates that no record can move in a rightward direction across the 
boundary A; = A; between the times Tb and T,f.) 
An immediate consequence of observations (1) and (2) is that each 
(Xi, TJ E A( Tb) has SET(xi, TJ disjoint from SET(x, T,‘). Since the induc- 
tive hypothesis indicates that the time-sets in A(T,) are pairwise disjoint, 
the previous sentence and the inductive hypothesis imply that the time-sets 
in A + are also pairwise disjoint. Q.E.D. 
Proof That At Satisfies Part 5 of the Definition of Segmentation 
Covers. Since x is a descendant of f,, it follows that Depth(x) > 
Depth(u), which in turn implies that g(x, 0) 2 g(u, 0). Therefore Eq. (B.26) 
implies p(x, T,t ) > g(u, 0), which establishes that SET(x, T,’ ) satisfies part 
5 of the definition of segmentation covers. All the other time-sets in A+ 
also satisfy part 5 by the inductive assumption that A(T,) was a segmenta- 
tion cover. Q.E.D. 
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l3 The reason DEST(u, T*) > AZ holds for Tb < T* < T is that part 1 of our proof has 
shown that AZ <A; and the definition of Tb implies that DEST(u, T*)aA; for all T* 
satisfying Tb< T*< T. 
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